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Calendar for 1902=1903.

Hon. Jo

Fall Term.

Entrance Examinations,

Tuesday, September 2, 1902.

Emoll ment of Students,

T uesday morning, September 2, 1902.

Olas•s-wor k begins,
Fall berm ends

·w ·e dnesd·ny morning,

September 3, 1902.

Wednesd•a y evening, No>ember 2G,

UJO~.

H on. A. T . .A
H on. J. W. 0
Hon. CH ARL

Hon. GEORG
Hon. ALVAH

Winter Term.

Hon. C. A. 1
Class-work begins,
Holiday vacation begins,
Class-work l'esumed,
Winter term ends

Tuesday mornicg, December 2, 1902.
Satmday eYening, December 20, 1902.
Tuesday morning, January G, 1903.

Ilon.

W~I.

F.

lion. W. S.

Hon. J. C. Nt

Satmday e1ening, l\Iarch 14, 190o.

The Presid

Spri ng Term.

officio a memb
Class-work begins,
Spring term ends,

Tu esday morning,

~Iarch

17, 1903.

Friday e>ening, June 12, 1903.

~.

State Normal Board.
Hon. John W. Olsen, Superintendent of Public Instruction.
tember 2, 1902.
tember 2, 1902.
~mber

3, 1902.

~mber

26, UIO:!.

Hon. A. T. ANKENY, P r esidlent,
Hon. J. W. OLSEN, Ex-Officio Secretary,
Hon. CHARLES A. MOREY, Resid:enot Director,
Hon. GEORGE H. CLARK,

~cember

2, 1902.

Resid~nt

Director,

St. Paul.
Winona.
Mankato.

Hon. ALVAH EA&T:\IAN, Resident Director,

St. Cloud.

Hon. C. A. NYE, Resident Dh·ector,

Moorhead.

Hon. W:\I. F. PHELP.s, Resident Director,

:ember 20, 1902.

Hon. W. S. HAi\DIOND,

anuary 6, 1903.

Hon. J. C. NORBY,

i\Iarch 14,

Minneapolis.

Duluth.
St. James.
Ada.

190~.

The President is Chairman of the Executive Committee and exofficio a member of the other committees.
:\larch 17, 1003.

;, June 12, 1003.

Training

Faculty.

FRANK A. WELD, President,
Sc'hool Economy, Dirterature.
DORA EJ.TON,
Pr~d~ptress.

RUTH E. DOWLING,
Goo g1mp!hy.
CASWELL A. BALLARD,
Biological Sciences'. Curator of Museum.
MARY E. STANl!'ORD,
Arit!hmet!c >and! EngliSih Grammar, Lib:>aT!an.
HAROLD M. STANFORD,
·Phy•Siica'l 'Sciences. Geometry.
ALICE M. 0SDEN,
Read'in'g 1and Pb,y sdwl Culture.
EDITH A. WATTS,
-Musdc.
WILL GRANT CHAMBERS,
Psyc'h·ology. Plhilosopby ood HISitory Qf Education.
THOMAS A. HILLYER,
Geneml Metlhod.
EDWIN T. REED,
En1glish and His1Jory.
ELIZABETH DONALDSON,
Tbie !Jatin La'lllgua~.
MARGARETHE E. HEISSER,
D1>awing.
Algebra.

ANNIE KELLY,
Text-book Ubrerian.

Training Department and The Elementary Schoo 1.
THOMAS A. HILLYER ,

S upet"i!JlJ!Jeudent.
LOUISE W . MEARS,
Gromma~·

Departmenrt.

Annm L. SnrMoNs,
Intermed1a·tJe Department.
M. LILLIAN TRIMBLE,

IntermedillatJe Depa1'tment.
JULIA

B.

MONETTE,

Pdmary Department.
ALICE

M . 0SDEN,

Physical CuUm'e.
EDITH A . WATTS,

Mus·ic.
MARGARETHE E . HEISSER,

Drawing.

m.
tTiau .

E. ALICE KIRK,

Regisrtrar.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL

RE

The Sch oo l
Sections 1, 2 and 3 of Article VII. from the By-Laws, Rules and
Regulations adopted by the Board of Normal Sc'hool Directors clearly
state too relations of studrents to the s·c'hool.
A'lt. VII., Section 1. Every person seeking admission to the normal
department of the normal s·chool shall, under the dir·e ction of the pl'esident of 1lhe s0hool, ·p ass .a ·s atisfactory examiln:a~ion in the branches or
S>tudy, proficiOOJCy ri!n w lhiclh, by 1Jhe laws of tlris stlllte, is ll'equlred in
orCLer to obtain a second •g rade cm·tificate, excepti·ng tlis·t ory, civil government aud: >t!he tilrory and ·rurt of teac'bling, and! s'hrall fmmlis'h such
evidrence of gQod mom! charao!Jer ra nd oormd phrysical iheaJlth as lllilly be
rE:·quh'Cd. If found sattsfactory in ~cholarship and not otherwlise disqualified, suc'h ·pe'l·son may be ad:rnitted to the normal department
without tuition f€1eiS where suc'h adllllission wlill not precludre tl:le admission of suc'h •a s •a re seekii!Ilg prep.arrutrlon for teaching.
Sec. 2. Bersons admli:ttoo to any departmeiJJt of a normal s<Jhool
31h1Ulil be ·entitled to an <the privileges 1lhereof 1J[ltil lt!heir CO'll•n ection
witJh the •s chool :is discontinued (1) by voluntary w1thd•r·a wal by notloe,
(2) by absenc·e of not less than· one month during a tlevm of sehool,
w:thout notice ·o f intention to r•eturn within a reasonable time, (3) by
suspension, (4) bry •expu~sdon, (5) ·b y gradluatiorn upon completion of the
course of study, or (6) by nQtice of the P"resridrent of the seoool that in
the judgme111t of the facullty ·such person will not beoomre alll apt
teaclher.
Sec. 3. Pers:ons admitted! to tl:le p'l'i\ilege of a normM school axe
expected cheerfully to comply with all the reg•:rlations published: by
the president for <the gui<kmrce and d1rection of studoeiJJts, to observe
suoh studly 'h ours as rmay 'be prescribed O'lltSiide of school ses;;.ions, to
recognize a persoom~ responrsiblli>ty forr the preservation from damage
or destruction of .the property of tJhe siJate In the •school, the build1ng
and groundrs and for tll·elr •appurtenran<ees•, armi in gen·e ra[ c'h'!lll"acter, as.
sociationrs ·amd d:eportmrent oo ·e,iruce wo!l"bbii'llless '1:o become l'ecoglllized
teachers and examp·l~ for !lJ!re youth of rthe state. Disl'\Elgarrd orf eirt.her
of t'hes•c fundftmental prilrciples ·a·S ~ules of condo·Ic~ w~ll invariably be
conSild•ered •a s sufficient cause for <lelllyrlmg tJhe privilege of the sc'hool
to any stmdent.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

By-Laws, Rules and
ool Directors clearly
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Candiclrutes for admission, pres·e nting second grade C·ertifica:tes, or
certific!'.tes secm·ed in reJ.)'Utable high s·chools, will be admitted wi1Jhout
fm,bhe~· examimwion to the first ye~r. Attentiou ts called to th•e following s•tatemenrt:s:
It is impo1•1Jrunrt thrart ·e very student expec•t ing to attend tllle normaJ
school should be ~·esem the first day O>f the wrm, that all may be examined at once and claSSiified•. Be p1•esent, ready for work, on the tirl!!t
day of Vhe tel'm.
Candidwtes for admission rto the gradu~te 'Courses will lle required
to p1>esent evidence tihat they !have taken a full com·se of study of four
yea•1•s in a reputable hig'h school. In addition to suC'll evid~e •llig'h
school standings wlll be reqThired In the following subjects: Uivics,
one-half yerur; United Startles History, one-half y•ear; P'hysics, one year;
or Ohemistry, one-half yea•r ; Bota.nry, mre-oo~rf year, or Zoology, onehair year.
The minimum •amourut of work requh'ed of college gmduates for
gr,ad'Ulation is one year.
Graduates of nigh ·SJChools, w'hose CO'Urse of Sltudy covers three
yeaTS only, aTe required to spend, at least, four terms in the Elemental'y ProfesSJiOJJlUl co1ll'Sie, or to enter the Advrunced l'rofessiooal course.
Every student admitted will be requir>ed to give satisfactory evid!ence of good mQral chM-ader, and: of fail· inrt:Jillectural ability. 'Ihe
personal appearance and cond'Ud of the individual, togetiter with a
letter from some r-es'Ponsible c!tizen rto whom we beaTer js persQllilUY
known, wm be taken as evidlffilce or good clhaT'acter. Af·ber l'easoruable
trial, if a student s'hows Larck of moral crham,ote>r, or of application, or
of ability to achieve fair S'Uccess as a teacher, he or she will be advised to wH'hdr•a·W from t'he ,sclhoal, and s•eek som ~ other vocation.

TUITION.

The privileges of ihe scrhool are fr.ee to all entering the nocmal department and declaring their intenti~>n to teach two years in tlle public
schools of tille state. Pel1SQIDS not wdshing to pledge themselves to
teach will pay tuition at t'he rate of $30 per y>ear.
The followinlg is rt:Jhe form of the pledge to b~ signed by tllose entering t'h•e normal d!epa1~menrt wi11Jho'llt tuition:

STUDENT'S PLEDGE.

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . of t'he town of ................ , co1IDty or
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and Str.rte of i\1-inneSJorta, being over fifteen
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;y1ears of rage, do soleilliilll.y declare toot it is my honest interution to
attend this normal sc'hool for one term, or mor<!, for t'.he purpoSJe of fitting and quaiifying myself to become a '!ie!IJC'her in the common schools
of this sta•te for wt lerast two years, ami that I will fa&tllfully attend
this nofmrul sc\hool for Q!IIJe term or more, for suc'll purpose; and th<!reupon I will, to the best of •m y judgment and a'bility, t<!ach in the common, graded or normal schools of t'his state for two y<ears, immediatel:y
afrt:er ceas<irug to he a stud'ent of ~uch sc'hool.
And I further ra•gvee to report myself semi"annually irn wri·t ing to
the presiderut of fuis DlOl'\IDJal school, for tihe period of two years after
lea-ving such school, in ca•s e I enjoy the privileges for O]]e term or
more. Siclrniess, or unavoidaib le cause only, excus•i ng me from tile
strict performan"Ce of this obligation.

NO~MAL

SCHOOL DIPLOMAS AS STATE CE~TIFICATES.

'Dhe Iegistatm'e of 1891 passed an act, wlhic'h gave to diplomas or
t!he state normrul sc'hoOils vrulidLty as cerf:Jificates of qual<ification to
teadh in ·an'Y of th1e common S~Chools of tthe Sltate, under tihe following
·provislons, viz:
1. A driplollllla of one of the state normal sc\hools is made a temporary sta<te certificate of the fir'S<t gradle for the two Y'eal'S of ootual
tea.c'hing service requilood by the normal student's pledge.
2. After two yea'l's of ser·vice tihe diploma may \>e countersigned
by the presi<dienJt of t!he sdhool from w1hiich it was isSUJed, and by the
sbate superirutendent of public instruction, upon satisfactory evidence
;flhat suc\h serv1ce :OO.<S beern successful and sati~actory to the supervising sChool authorities under wlhom it wa.s ren<Lered. Such enuor.sement
will make the dliploma of t:he elementary cou'l'S·e ::. State Certificate for
five Y€'a'l'S, amd the diploma of tJhe advauoed cour.: e a Life Cer•tificate.

Conditions of Endorsement.

1. Wbile it is !hoped' that all graduates will -earn the right to have
t!heir diplomas endorsed, grewt caTe will be taken in t'his matter, and
the d'i plomas wtill not be extended in any case in which the 1ho!d1er falls
to 11end~ 1\'ooepta'ble service dm•ing t!h·e test period, or in any way
fa1ls to Show f)]imoolf wortlhy of the ma'!·ked professional honoiJ: so be&towed.

2. After .the completiO'Il of two years of service, application for
endorsement m~y ·be made to t'he respective normal s·c hools. The applicant sihould see t:hat complete t•epm·bs of service hBve beern mad:e in
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acco1•danee with the student's teacher's pledlge, and fhat such reporlls
bear fue names a;nd: ad:di'esses of 1Jhe supervisia'g authoritie to whom
blrank cei,tificates of suC'Clessful s<ervice may be sent.

LIVING EXPENSES.

Normal Hall. Normal Hrull is situated on tlle school campus, not
fall" from the Normrul School buildling. It 1s an attr.act:iv.e home for
YQung women. It is heated by hot water, lighted with ·elech·icity, and
arrangTed to a<lCommod.ate about sixty-fiv<e students with room and
board. Day board ean a•ls'o be obtaine<t. All I'Ooms aDe well arranged
amd w<eM lighted. Ea,c h sleeping ·a partment contains two closets and
all necessa1·y ·ful'llliShillgs, amd is arr ranged to ·a>ecommodra'lle two studreruts. Pa.1eferenoe in ·Cihoioe of rooms is given i11 ordrer of appli-cation.
R·o oms engagTed by studlents will not be l'eserved 'a fter clrarss work for
th'e term begins. The hea·1th a'llrd comfort of ·the s'tuldents !IIIIe the first
consid,erwtions, ana all matte1-s rela•tillig to food, JJ.ygrene m1rd sa<nltat!on
are carefully observed. Board, includ·i ng room, is $3.00 to $3.50 per
week. Single mealls, and 'meals to guesrts, are 25 cents eac'h. Board includes light and heat, and use of laundry and bath rooms.
Board
·is payable one month in advance. No discount is made for absence under four days. Studenti!i ar·e required to take care of their own rooms.
Mail is taken to the postoffice and :telivered at the hall twice a day.
Board in Private Families.
Boa~·d ·Can be oi:Yta.ined in private
famblies for from $2.50 to $4.00 per week. Rooms cam be rented,
whe1•e mudtents can do tbeir own cooking, if they wis'h to reduce expenses. The presid'erut of the sdhool will arrange for ·b oard, or for the
renting of rooms, for any w'ho {lresire to make •s uch ·a rrangements in
adYfilllC}. Pupils wm be req'Uiiood, in all ca·s~s. vo consult with the
president of the ,school in tlle choice, or change of boardling place.

ATTENDANCE AT

CHU~CH.

Each s~tudent is expected to attend regularly the· chul'ch of 'his
choice Oil" fll'a t w'hiclh meets the approval of his rparent·s. The pastors
and mem'bers of ~he diiff·e l'ent chm,ell,es ha-ve expressed fhreir williingness and their desive to make the stud!ents of t!he school at home in the
chUit'<!hes and Sunday schools. The teachers of the normal school wm
in every way possible encourage i<he pupils to form and s~stain intimate rillations witli tbe c'hurc'hes.
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THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.

T'h e Athletic Association, connected with this school, is in a healthful and flourishing condition. The provisions of its constitution are
sufficiently rescrictive, and yet, they are <liberal enough to insure earnest and enthusda•s•t ic support. Th·e president, vice-president, scretm·y
and treasm-er of tbe association, two other students, two member·s of
the faculty, and one member of the alumni association, constitute tbe
athletic board of control. Board of Control: C. L. May, Pl'esident;
Lewis Larson, vice-president; H. E. Johnson, secretary; W. H. ~Iay,
treasurer; Harry Babst, Emll Larson; Mr. H. Ilf. Stanford and Mr. E.
T. Reed from the faculty; John Clauson from the alumni association.

The young men of
work of 1Jhe pTesent ~
meetings of t'his socie-

There are two ses
o'clock and closes at :
closes at 3:13. The
mor::1ing session begit
session begins at 1:00

THE ~ED LETTE~.

'J'he Reel Letter is a monrtlhiy magazine of eight pages, published by
the students and faculty. It is die\oted to the inter.eSits of the normal
school, in particular, and in general to tlle educational interests of the
northwest. Editoria-l Boardr: George Wardeberg, 1903, EditoT-inOhief: R. A. Hill, 1903, Lillian Yeme n, 1902, Editorials; Bertha French,
1903, ~ellie Erickson, 1902, Locals; ::\IyrtJ.e F. Brown, 1902, Literary;
Alma C. Jacobsron, 1902, E:s:cllang ~s; Bert:lha Angus, 1902, Alumni;
Wayne :\fay, 1903, Atllletics; Martin Gullickson, 1903, Bursiness ~lana·
ger; Clyde ~Iay, 1903, Assistant Bm:iness Manager.

LITERA~Y

SOCIETY.

A large and prosperous literary society is maintained by the students, and it enjoys 1Jhe &upport and encouragement of the faculty.
The work is ·healthfu1, invigot•ating and profitable. The society has
become an important ·element in the life of the school. 'J'he meetings
occur monthly, Monday evening. The following persons hav.e served
as officers during this school year:
First term, presiderut, George
Wardebet•g; vice-president, Bertha Angus; &ecretary, Ethel Bell; treasurer, III. H. Gullickson; critic, Mr. Ballard from the faculty. Second
term, presid•ent, R. A. HiH; vice-pres·ident, Elizabeth Long; secretary,
Be1'1tl1a French; treas·urer, ·wayne llfay; critic, Mr. Hillyer from the
facuJty. Third term, president, Lillian Yemen; vice-president, Louise
Rhoads; secretary, C'hnrlene Child; treasurer, George Ward·e berg;
critic, ::\Ir. Stanford, from the faculty.
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DEBATING SOCIETY.

T•be young men of the school m~intain :a debating society, and the
work o·f rtlhe present year hal! been ea<rnest •a nd very profitable. The
meetings of this society are :held S•a turd•a y afternoon.

SESSIONS OF SCHOOL.

There are two sessions a day. The morning session begins at U
o'clock and closes ·a t 11:50. The afternoon session begins at 1:30 and
closes at 3:15. The Elementary School has two sessions.
The
mor::1ing session begills at 9 o'clock and> clos·es at 12. The afternoon
session begins at 1:00 and closes at 3:00 .

VISITO~S.

A cordial invitation is extendoo to all interested persons to visit 1Jhls
school . '£eac'hevs and! educators of the state a;J:e especially invited.
Trained teache<rs are iii demand•, and this school will always• welcome
inquiries for such teachers. It is the pur•pose of the administratiolll of
tlle school to so rpolace its graduates that they may seTVe the state with
credit to themsel•es and tboe educational interests involved.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Persons desiring other informa-tion res·p ecting the Normal School
at ::\foorhead, t!ban that contained in this catalogue, are requested to
address the President.
FRANK A. WELD,
Moorhead, Minnesota.
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FALL TERM.

Physics
Arithmetic
Rhetoric

Courses of Study.
General Method
E lementary Psychology

No professional training not based upon geneml cultmil',e and accurate scholarslhip can be successful. rhe normal school can, and ought
to, set its students' minds in the right attitude toward knowledge, an>d
S'hould see that cel'ltJain portions of knowledge are, or have been, thoroughly mastered. It is an unoound theory that the normal school shall
give professional training to high school graduates Whose general
S'c holarship is poor, and then 'h old the th igh school responsible for their
general sc'holarslhip. When s•tudlents, whose knowledJge is poor in
quallfty and smaU in q'llarutity, enter a normal school for professional
training, the normal school must either send them ,a way to acquire
knowledge, or provide for their instruction.
The following courses of study ar.e offered: 1. An English CO'\Jil'S~
of five years, leading •t o the advanced diploma. 2. A Latin course of
five years, leading to t!he advanced diploma. 3. A course of one year
for high school graduates, leading to the elementary diploma. 4. A
course of two years fO'l' high school ~raduates, leading to the advanced
diploma. 5. A -certificate course of three years leading to a certificate,
which is a teachers' state ,c ertificate, valid; for five years.

l

Physiology
Chemistry

History of Education
Literature
Social Science
School Economy

FALL TERM.

Algebra
Latin Lessons
English Composition
Geography

E NGLISH COURSE.

FIRST YEAR.
FALL TERM.

Algebra
English Composition
Drawing
Geography

WINTER TERM.

Algebra
English Composition
Music
Botany

SPRING TERM.

Algebra
English History
Reading
Geography

Plane Geometry
Zoology (or Botany)
Caesar
Reading
Drawing (If Botany is
selected)

SECOND YEAR.
Plane Geometry
Zoology
Reading
Music

Plane Geometry
Zoology
English Grammar
U. S. History

Drawing
Botany
English Grammar
U. S. History

Physics
Cicero
Arithmetic
Rhetoric
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THIRD YEAR.
FALL TERM.

Physics
Arithmetic
Rhetoric

WINTER TERM.

Physics
Arithmetic
American Literature
Manual Training

SPRING TERM.

Physics
Solid Geometry
American Literature
Manual Training

FOURTH YEAR.

y.

n·al cultlllre and accu;chool can, and oug'ht
'w ard knowledge, and
~. or have been, tllorte normal school shall
uates w'hose g·e neral
I responsible for their
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chool for professional
1em ·a way to acquire

1. An English COUil"S~
2. A Latin course of
A course of one year
entary diploma. 4. A
ading to the ad'Vanced
~ading to a certificate,
·e years.

General Method
General History
Elementary Psychology
Elementary Psychology
Physiology
Civics
Chemistry
Chemistry

General History
Special Methods or
Physiography
Civics
Special Methods or
Astronomy

FIFTH YEAR.
History of Education
Literature
Social Science
School Economy

Advanced Psychology
Literature
Teaching
School Economy

Literature
Teaching
Philosophy of Education
School Economy

LATIN COURSE.

FIRST YEAR.
FALL TERM.

Algebra
Latin Lessons
English Composition
Geography

WINTER TERM.

Algebra
Latin Lessons
Drawing
Reading

SPRING TERM.

Algebra
Latin Lessons
English History
Geography

SECOND YEAR.
SPRING TERM.

lgebra
1glish History
eading
!ography

rawing
otany
oglish Grammar
. S. History

Plane Geometry
Zoology (or Botany)
Caesar
Reading
Drawing (If Botany is
selected)

Plane Geometry
Zoology
Caesar
U.S. History
Botany (If Zoology has
not been taken)

Physics
Cicero
Arithmetic
Rhetoric

Physics
Cicero
Arithmetic
Manual Training

Music
Botany
Caesar
U.S. History
Drawing (If Zoology is
selected)

THIRD YEAR.
Physics
Cicero
Manual Training
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ELEMET

FOURTH YEAR.
FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TJo:RM.

Elementary Psychology Elementary Psychology Special Methods or
Physiography
General Method
Civics
Civics
Physiology
English Grammar
Special Methods or
Astronomy
Virgil
Virgil
American Literature

FALL TERM.

General Method
Elementary Psychology
Methods in Geography
Methods in Reading
School Economy

I

J

]
S

FIFTH YEAR.
History of Education
Literature
Social Science
School Economy

Advanced Psychology
Literature
Teaching
School Economy

Literature
Teaching
Philosophy of Education
School Economy

FIRST YEAR.
FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

Algebra
English Composition
Music
Botany

SPRING TERM.

Algebra
English History
Reading
Geography

SECOND YEAR.
Plane Geometry
Zoology
Physiology
Reading

Plane Geometry
Zoology
U. S. History
English Grammar

Drawing
Botany
U. S. History
English Grammar

THIRD YEAR.
Physics
Arithmetic
Rhetoric
General Method
School Economy

Physics
Arithmetic
American Literature
Special Methods
School Economy

General Method
Elementary Psychology I
Methods in Geography 1

History of Education
Social Science
Teaching
School Economy

CERTIFICATE COURSE.

Algebra
English Composition
Drawing
Geography

ADVM

Practical Psychology
Civics·
American Literature
Teaching
School Economy
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SPRING TERM.

Special Methods or
Physiography
Civics
Special Methods or
Astronomy
American Literature

Literature
Teaching
Philosophy of Education
School Economy

FALL TERM.

General Method
Elementary Psychology
Methods in Geography
Methods in Reading
School Economy

GRADUATE

COU~SE.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Methods in Grammar
Elementary Psychology
Methods in Music
Methods in Drawing
School Economy

ADVANCED GRADUATE

Methods in Arithmetic
Elementary Science
Teaching
School Economy

COU~SE.

FIRST YEAR.
General Method
Methods in Grammar
Methods in Grammar
Elementary Psychology Elementary Psychology Methods in Arithmetic
Methods in Geography Methods in Drawing
Methods in History
SECOND YEAR.
History of Education
Social Science
Teaching
School Economy

iE.

SPRING TERM.

Algebra
English History
Reading
Geography

Drawing
Botany
U. S. History
English Grammar

Practical Psychology
Civics
American Literature
Teaching
School Economy

Advanced Psychology
Methods in Music
Teaching
School Economy

Child Study
Elementary Science
Philosophy of Education
Literary Interpretation
School Economy
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Descriptive Outline.

PSYCHOLOGY.

In spite of the opinions of certain .elllinent psychologists, it is the
belief in this school t'hat psydlology should constitute the ·h eart and
center of the teaCher's special training. It is, therefore, the aim to
make the instruction in this department as thorough and ·a s fundamental, as it can be mad,e. •Slig'ht variations will be mad'e from y•e ar to
Y'ear, both in the method·s O'f instruction, ·a nd in t'he subject matter of
t'he course, with a view to finding the material and m'ethod, whiclh, in
the limited time allotted to 1Jhe •s ubject, wi:ll produce the most genuine
interest and the clearest insight into t'he more common p'henomena of
mental Ufe.
In preparing teaC'hers to tea<!'h, we do not Jose sight of file fact
that w.e are also preparing them to Hve; ·a nd that a ~right~ourse in
PsylChology should help thiem in dealing wit!h all lives, and in developing their own. It is further oremembered that the science of mind has
its most direct applicaJtion in the trainillg of mind; and that a right
course in Psychology should be a preparation for underst:mdin,g, and
dealing most h.elpfully witlh the child; and should thus be a basis for
a knowJeage of ri·g ht metlhods and right ·a ims in education. The aim
is constantly to make the work p~ractieal, and such as can be continued.
when the stuld!ent has 1eft o!!i'chool. No body of psyc'hologieal knowledge,
however carefully 1earned from text•books, or lectures, can long remain in mind, or be helpful while remaining, unless it has been fitted
into the personal living of the SJtudent; unless he ihas ·l earned to recognize it all in .his own dlaily peroeiving, rememlberin·g, willing, acting,
and in the expression of these activities, observable everyw'here about
.him. So far as possible, therefore, principles are arrived ·a t ind•u ctively, and the text-·book worK: is .everyw'here supplemented by experiments
a nd 6b&el'V'a!t!ons, both in •andl out of t!h<:: cla•s s !room. .AttJenJtion is constantly caUed to tlhe impo1Jtll!lll0e of movement, both as the expression
and: the neeess•a cy •c ompletion of mental prooesses. Ea:clh proeess is
·s tudie d•, not only as it appea'l'S in ·a dult lif.e, but, also, with ref,erenc·e to
its growth ·a nd :its c'h aracteristics at •eaC'!l level of mental development
as illu strated in dllld and animal life.
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Th ree courses in psychology are off~r e d, in addition to the caurse
in Child Study.
Practical Psychology.
A one-term course offered only to those
s tud en ts pursuing the certificate cour&e. lit is, as the name indicates,
a practical pr esentation of only 1Jhe most funoamenta l principles of
men ta l actiYity with their applica.tion to tea•c ning. Such topics as
Physiological Ba&is of Mental Life, Learned a'lld Unlearned Reactions,
Apper~ption, Attention, Imagery and Memory, Thought and Reasoning, Elmotions and thei r Expressions, Simple and Complex Action,
Habit, Imitation, and ~rental Training are studied and illustrated from
school life and the experience of the students.
Two-Term Course. This course coYers the ground generally inclucJ!ed in the term Elementary Psychology, and is studied by all
students, excepting those taking the Uertificate Course. '_r:he work is
begun by a ser ies of lectu11es on the cenrt;ral nervous system, the sense
or gans, and the r elation of mind and br ain. Then Titchener's Primer
of Psychology is• pJ·acedl in the .s tndents' hands, arud its topics are
taken up in order.
While the studelllts• oare• held respoosible for
eYerything gi>en in the text-book, that is only a small pa1t of the
work. EV'ery member of the class is expected to read from one to
four references from standard IJS'YChol.ogies on eaCh topic studied,
to make abstracts of them, ana: be prepaTed at any time to present
the authors/ views to ltbe class foc comparison and discussion. Occasional lectures, frequ ent illu&trative experiments, and eonstant appeals to personal experience are ocher characterictics of the wock.
Thus the course aims •to combine the ad•v ant·a ges of experiment and
introspection with 1Jhose of wide reading. Results a•l ready gained
seem to show rtJhe superiority of this plan over that of mast·e ring a
s•ingile, though more advanced, tr.e atis·e.
'!:'his course compJ,ete the work of the One Year Professional
Course, hut students pursuing the Two Year Professional Courrse and
the Five Year English and Latiru Courses add to it a term of more
advanced work.
Advanced Psychology.
Instead of taking up some of the more
or d•ebated ques1:ions of p8ycbology, it has seemed wise to
tnrn t'he work of this course to a study of mental development, as
something which will be pracfically useful ill the sc'hool room, and
Ht the same time, form a substantial basis for the cow•se in Ohild
Study. ~he recitations are carried on by the semin~r method, and
aboW'1(!J in inforrmal discussions and personal reminiscences and obsenations. Constant use i& mad·e of the standard Comparative and
Genetic Psychologies, t he hci'lt books on Child Study, and a few autboritatin~ papers in professional magazines.
'l"he course is concluded with a series of t en lectures, summing up the results of the
term's work, and pointing out the applications of some of the most
abstru<~e
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important condusions. '.rhe coUirse is still somewhat plastic, and may
be slightly modified from year to }"ear.
Child Study. This cou11se constitutes the final term'·s work in
psychology for the student:lSI pursuing the Two Years' Professional
Course, and aims to give b01bh a view of the history of the movement
wH!h its chief l'esults, and some practical experienee f]] the inrvestigallon of some liv·e problem. The work of tfue present year indu<1ed
the following topics: (1) Arguments for and against Child Study;
(2) Difficulties and cautions to ·be noted in C'hlld Study; (3) Different
methods of Child Study; (4) Results of Ghild Study; (5) Study of the
Physical Nature of the Child; (6) A study of Stanley Hall's "Contents of Childt·en's Minds OTIJ Entering Sc·h ool"; (7) Review of the
literature on "Children' s Fears a'lld ::superstitions"; (8) Review of the
llteroture on "Qihi1d:ren's Ideas of Discipline"; (9) A practical study
of "Ghil<Lren's Ideas of DiS<!ipline" baseu on more than three thousa·n d papers from s-clhool c'hHdren of Minnesota and North Dakota.
It is the plan to mak•e the physical study of children, <the detection
of developmental d•efects·, malnutrition, and nerve signs, the testing
of sight, 'hear·ing, aoo ·a ccuracy of motor respon~. one of thie prominent feaJtures of this course in futul'le years. T·ests on the <!hild·r en
of the Elementary School will constitute the practical side or this
work.

HISTO &Y OF E D UCATION.

This subject is studied from the beginnin·g in a two-fold r·e lationship; on one hand, the educatiQIIlllll id.eas and practices of each people
and epoch are examined in their rela,tions to the clvilizcation, and material conditions in which 1fuey arise; and on the other hand they •a re
v.iewed in their relations to 1Jhe current coneeption of the nature of
mind. IDa·c'h theory il!!l tbius giveTIJ in its sociological and psy'Cbological
setting, both of WhiCh al'e llle'Cessary for it•s complete understanding.
T.he course is begun witlh a glan{!e at the educational SY'Stems or
the orient, followed by a mo.:re careful considerut!on of the ideals
and practiees of the Greeks and Romans; next, early Christian education receives s:ome attention, •a nd is followed through the several
c'han.g·e s wrought upon it 'bY fue various 'historicrul movements-especially the Renaissan<:e and ·t he Reformation, th~ various geograJ)'hical and scientific discoverie&-to the rise of the so-called educational
reformers. At this point the most serious· work of the course begin~.
The three schools, the Humanists·, Verbal R·e alists, and Realists, are
carefully studied, .t heir influences are traced, and the various educators ciassifie<1 according to their dominant teachings. Only a brie!
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period can be tak•e n a·t tJhe •e nd of the course for a study of American
Education and Educators.
The work is <lonductedl by dass recitations supp!<emented by occasional lectures. The we~l known books of Painter, Quick, and Compayre are placed in the hands of eaeh student, and other histories and
l'eports are a<lcessible for reference. Each student .is required, at
some time during the course, to occupy a J.'lecitation period in presenting a lecture, paper, or report on the life and educational work
O'f some l'eformer, or on the development of some great sc'hool or
tJheOTy. Lectures were dleliv•e red •b y Sltudenrts during the current year
on Comenius, Locke, Rousseau, P.estalozzi, Froebel, Herbart, Spen<ler,
Horace Mann, Henry Ba.rnard, and E<Lward A. Sheldon. In addltlon
to these special studies of the students, the class as a whole makes
a <la['eful study of some autlhoritative educational classic wlt:h
criticisms and applications to modern, conditions. Tbe work selected
for s·tudy this year is Spencer'·s "Education''.

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION AND E THICS.
Ou~· course in this subject has been presented: chiefly by the
lecture method, supplemented bY' readings•, reports and papers
lby the students. The object of the course has been to explain, as far as we a'l.-e able to comprehend them, the principles which Pro>fessor Jo'hn Dewey is endeavoring to work out
in his Elementary School. His definition of education as "reconl!truction of experience" hills formed the central thoug'ht of the course.
'Dhe lec:tulres •a re ehiefly •adta;ptations of wlhat Dr. Dewey h•as written
or spoken on the several topics presented·. Among these may be men·
tioned the Na·t ure and Origin of EinowJed,~, Nature and Pro0011ses o:t
Education, the School as a. Social Institution, the Probllem of Correlation, the Evolution of Scien:oes, Value and Relation of the Various
Sciences in Education, Constructive Activity as the Gentre of Educa·
tion, NatuTe and Pla{)e of Method in Education, Value and Limitation"
of the Cultuve Epoch Theory, and Imagery in Educll!tion. T'hat concep·
tion of education, whiclh recognizes the value of •b oth the psychological and sociological elements, is most funoomental and rational, and
it will be our end·eavor .to present that conception to our students with
the ·g reatest possible clearness.
Ethics. In IDtlhics 1!he student is fill"st in·t rodu·oed to the main problems on ·t he 1Jheoretical ·S'ide, ms •t he orrgiu ·a nd fun<ltion of conscicnoe,
1Jhe moral law, 1Jhe ·ultimtate sources of obligation, t'he relation of
Ethie! to religion and theology, etc.; the problems 'being stated in terms
of the stud,e nt's own experience, so f1n as ·pmcUcaJble.
Application is then made 6f the principles of conduct to our practical relations with the most important aspects of our environment,
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following the outline of Hyde's Practical Ethics. Robinson's Principles and Practice of :Morality is used for reference on the theoretical
side.

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

'fhis department is closely related to the other departments, and
seeks a practical application of the best educational theory. Besides
being und·er the general supervision of the president of ·t he school,
it is managed in detail by a superintenderut and four critic-teach'e rs. It includes a well-e'q uipped elementary school of eight grades,
w'h lch affords ample opportunity fo~· the two liUJes of work offered,
namely:
(1) Observation .a nd General :\Iethod and (2) Practiceteadling.
Observation and General Method.
This line of work is preparatory
to the s·econd. It aims to raise the quality of the practioe-<teach!ng
by first fixing high idleals of teaching, and securing a thorough knowledge of the general principles by which the best teaching is ·g ovel'lled. The student is expected to observe classes of childTen taught
by the critic-teachers, and to make written reports. Eac'h r.e port is
written under two heads: (1) Description and (2) Criticism. The description Is an account of what takes place in the recitation, of wlhat
is done , and how it is done. The criticism speaks either favorably
or adversely of the whole recitation and its parts, suggests improvements, ancl giYes Deasons for jud~'ments expressed. As the work
progreRses, bobh descoription and eriticism are 'e xpected to become
less superficial nnd general, and more penetrating and specific. The
reports so written are made the basis of class discussions directed
by the superintendent and critic teachers. In addition there are assigned readings and regular reci•t ation work in standard books on the
theory and practice of eduootion.
Practice-teaching.
Here a student is heidi responsible under the
supervision of t'he department faculty for the successful management
of a class of pupils in the elementary school upon the two sides of
teaching and discipline. The student keeps an outline of work for a
week in ad"'ance. T'his outline is hand ed to the critic-teac:her at the
beginning of the week, during which it is to be used, from whom, in
the presence of the student, it rece:ves careful criticism and needed
re1·i~>ion. In preparing an outline for either a single recitation or a
Reries of recitations in any subject whatever, the student is expected
to meet the uniYersal requirement of distinguishing clearly between
aim and method, between what Is to be done, and how it is to be d<me.
Beyond this, and in less fundamental things, the outline may be varietl under the cliTection of the crUic-teachers to meet the demands of
1
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special subjects and conditions. A uniformly detailed plan of procedure, which is clapped upon all subjects alike, and followed without
exception, is a pernicious tbing. The breaking up of an outline into
unnecessary sub-head·s is discouraged. Teaching is more of an art,
tban a science, and it i·s the policy of the department in everything
within its scope, which has a bearing upon the training of a teacher,
not only, to obsen-e to the l•e tter certain well established general principles, but, also, •t o a·I"Oid, as far as l)OSSible, tbe restraining, inhibiting
influence of excessi>e formalism, and to encourage to the uttermost
the development of freedom and originality. Within the limitations
imposed by the organization of tihe department, students are permitted
after becoming familiar in observation and general method with the
work throughout the elementary school, to teach in the grades, which
they select But the department reserves the right to shift a teacher
from one grade to any other, whenever in its ju&gment the teacher's
succes•s is the more •secu~•ed by such a change. Stud•Emts have the advantage of private consultation with cri·tic-teachers and superintendent,
and of a system of weekly meetings in which the details of the elementary school "·ork and kindr·ed topics are d13cussed.
Th~ Elementary School.
'Ihe following outline suggests the scope
of the work attempted and shows the time during which the different
subjects 'have special periods in the program.
Reading
All Grades.
Oral and written Language (based
on fairy stories, myths, etc.)
First three Grades.
O~·al and Written Language (based
on U. S. 3:Jis>bory •Sitories)
Foull'th Grade.
Lang-uage (original composition, text supplement)
Last four Grades·.
Spelling, word analysis, etc.
Last two Grades.
Writing (content from other subjects)
First six Grades.
Arithmetic
All Grades.
Book Keeping
Eighth Grade.
History (see fourth grade language)
Last four Grades.
Geography (with nal:ur~ study in fir~t two graaes)
Last \!Six Grad·es.
Nature Study (including Physiology)
All Grades.
Drawing
All Grades.
Music
All Grades.
. All Grades.
Physical exercises

S C H OOL ECONOMY.

The course in School Economy continues through six w•eeks. The
com·se inYolves sucb subjects as· school law, fhe establishment, organiz:.ttion and conduct of schools; buildings and their equipments, heating
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and v~ntilati<ll'g; grading, programs, managing classes, ineentivts, secu["ing co-operation of pupils; qualifications and duties of teachers; th&
position of a t~acher relative to the community in which sbe teaches;
school boards and their duties; and city sc'hoo1 systems.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

The tendeney of all recent work m English Grammar is to rid it of
the formal mechanical character that has made it seem so far removed
from the student's own !if~ and interests, and :!las• been responsible for
much of the dislike with which the subject is often regard·ed. As outlined in the follow Lug cour.ses, it is taken up as a study of the languarg e
by which the student expresses himself, as well as the forms used by
great writers to give their thoughts to the world. Ref~rence is constantly mad~ to the student'·s own experienee and his observation of
the use of language by others in spoken and written forms. The relation between the thought to be expr~ssed and: the meansr by which this
Is accomplished is kept constantly in mind.
Course I. Two Terms. This COUl'se is required of all students in
the second year, unless the subject has been completed in other schools.
The plan of work is based upon the belief thac "w~ learn to do by doing," and much proctical applieation in the us~ of different forms and
constructions is intl"'duced through om! and written exercises. 'l'he
work begins with a careful study of 1he sentence, its typical form<S and
constructions. In con'Slidering different elements of the •senten<.e, a
comparntive ·study is maue, s•h owing similarity of function in vrat-iety
of form. Following the general work upon the sentence comes a careful consideration of the elements of speech, a comparison being made
of the nature of ideas expressed by the different classes of wordos.
Throughout the cours·e the special topics under discussion are supplemented by a study of longer and more conn~cted selections from standard wt•iters of Englis•h.
Course II. One Term. This course is designed to give a thorough
review of the fundamental principles of the subject, and furnish as
much practical application of them as possible, SQ that the student will
have an intelligent understanding of the subject, as a basis for the
work in teac!Jing. As most of tihe students eligible for this course
have studied Latin Grammar, a comparison of constructions· with
t'hose in the Latin is mad~, thus oringing out their character more
clearly, than is poss~ble with a class unacquainted wit:h the language
from whi<fu so many of the forms in the English haYe sprung.
Course III. One Term. ·T his is open to members of the Advanced
Com'\Se, wlbo ha >e completed Course II. It in<cludes a mor.e car•eful
and detail ed study of some of the important subjects taken up in
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Com·,s e II, with a consid•e ration of ot!her forms and ronstructlons
less ty:pical. Consideratb le attention is paid to sentential analysis, an(!
the Yariety of constructions employ~d by different writers. A careful
study is also made of spoken forms of language. The methods of
presenting different parts of the sulJject to a class is considered, and
much practice Is given in the preparation of original e:x,ercises for the
application of the oifferent fO'l'ms •a nd eonst::uctions studied Thlese
lessons include subjects· in langua~ work an(! technical grammar.
representing, as far ·a s possible, the wvrk iru the oifferent greoes. 1Students w:ho cvmplete coul!'ses II. and III. Teceive a thorough and oa.reful preparation for teaching the •SUbject.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

The end of all English training is expression. Hence it is the aim
of this course to encourage, on the part of all students, as full and
free an expression •a s possible. 'Dhe work, ·a t tlie beginning, is made vrf!Ty
simple and personal, and the students write brief themes almost daily.
"'batHer powers of expression they may have are thus encouraged
and dh-ected; for in these early exercises the critical s1(!e is subordinated to the creative, stimulating side. The themes are based partly
on study and research, partly on exjJerience and emotion. In addition
to t'his constant practice in writing, tlhe students engage in a careful
study of the relation between oral and written discourse, the choice
and development of subjects and the less technical principles governing
the use of words, sentences and paragraphs. 'l'hey are expected to
master such elementary features as punctuation and the mechani-cs
of letter writing. In this· way the students gain a working knowled-g e
of the more practical elements of Rv':letoric, and acquire a more or Jess
easy habit of wq·itiug out their pe:.-sonl8.1 observations and individ'llal
thoughts.

~HETORIC.

The aim of this course is to give systemat1c drill in the principles
of Rhetoric. The subject of good use, so far as it concerns· words, sentences and idioms, is carefully reviewed. A study of the more technical princdples of Rhetoric is then taken up, dealing with unity, coherence and emphasis as atJYplied to sentences, paragraphs and whole
compositions. Thios involYes the elements of clearness, force and elegance. The kinds of composition-narrative, dlescriptive, expositiona.I
-are also dealt with; and in this connection the students write themes
inYolYing a dis1:inct plan and careful prevision.
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PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Special attention is given to the physical d~velopment of each student. This course involves exet·cisas for poise, presence and hearing,
for grace and ease of manner, for the vital organs, for the strengthening of the {!entl'es, wihile freeing the surface, for respiration, for the
dleveloptiDent of special muscles; stretching exercises; harmonic movements; marching. Precision in exercises, and their effect upon the
circulation of the blood. Chest development. Personal hygiene. This
course is compulsory, and is given daily in the general assembly hall.
Gymnasium. A commodlious gylllnasium is in coul'se ot conshuction. It w1Il be well ventilated and lighted, fully equipped and conveniently adapted for fot•mal exet•cises, games, and athletics. ·work in
the gY'lllJlla!Sium will be elective. No studlent will be allowed to take
this work without a physician's certificate, stating the physical condition of 1!hte a,pplicMJrt. All s•tudents taking work in the gymnasium
must wear the regulation suit, consisting of full bloomers and a perf•e ctly loose waist of drurk blue material, pref·e rably dark blue set•ge,
Indian twill or mohair.
Methods. School hygiene, Condud of classes, Application of
priDc'iples and exercises to public ~-C'hool • work. Physical games for
c'b ildren.
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~EADING.

Expression is one of the laws of om· being. The student of express•ion does not deal with artiC'Ul!•a tion, voice culture and physical culture
alone, although their importance must 'be emphasized in order that the
warking of 1:!be mind tJh1•ougb the bod~ may not be limited by idiosyncracies of voice and manner. Reading and reciting are not, as too
of•t en it is supposed they are, the repetition of words for showy effect,
but they are for the direct pm'pose of training the mind to see the
meaning of the wot•(}S and to grasp the ic"Lea quickly and then to present it for tb•e enjoyment of others. The natural order in the study of
expresBion is, to have t!be channel free, the body able to eXIJ)l'ess, and,
-jjben, the tJhought aroused, something to e~-pt•ess. The body is the
servant of the soul, and if the one is trained to hold high and lofty
conceptions and feelings, the otbe•r !nust be taught to express them.
First Year-One Term. This work will consist mainly in securing
from t'be stud:ent perfect albandon, that be may express himself freely
and naturally, without any hindrance from self-consciousness. Aside
from th'e work of !:he text-book, sur:h selections W1ill be c'hcsen from
Literature a:s are ne{!essary for the besrt development of students. A
special study will be made of Dickens, with reference to character
interpretation.
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Second Year-One Term.
During this term, attention will be
given to the delicate shad·i ng of thougbt and expression. A study will
be made of the beautiful pictures gil'·en us ·b y the artist poets. During
this course of study each student will haYc analyzed, and become
familiar with, nature poems from the best l!Jnglish and American
artists.
Methods. The cours•e in ~Iethods begins with a study of indiYidual
needs and possibilities, witb a Yiew to strengchening the personality,
purpose and influence of eaciLI student before ne enters upon his work
as a teacher. 'l'o this end attention is gil· en to t'lle expressional development of each member of tbe class, before the regular work in Methods begins. 'l'he principles employed in teaching the selections made
for study are such as· can be adapted to the wbole, broad range or
literature. Special Studies-{a) '11he choice of material to be used in
grade work; (b) the cultivation of the literat·y taste of children; (c)
literary analysis; (d) the art of story telling; (e) attractive presentation
cf book reviews; (f) teaching of memory poems; (g) conduct of classes.
Rbetoricals. RhetOTical exer·cises· are held one evening in each
mouth in .the as·s embly hall of the school. All students are required
to attend these exercises, and tihe public is invited.
The purpose of Rhetoricals is two-fol<'L:
That the school, as a whole, may enjoy the entertainment, the
instruction and culture that come from hearing what is best in tbe
literary world read clearly, understandingly and impressiYely; that
the individual students may receive the experience, the discipline, the
growth in power tllat come .f rom thinkirug and speaking before an
audience. Every member of the graduating class is required to appear
in Rhetoricals sometime durmg the year.
Dnring the year Hl02-03 an eYening will be devote& to each of the
following subjects:
October G, James Whitcomb Riley and l!Jugene l!'ield; November 3,
George W. Cable; December 1, Rowland Robinson; Jauuary 14, The
Book of Job; February 11, Short Story Writers; ~Iarch 11, Shakespeare;
April 8, Opera and Oratorio.

LITERATU~E.

The sh1dent is made to see that in the study of literature the historic development of a people finds a sure exponent. 'I'he literature
of any people is tbe utterall!Ce of a national mind as it is sffectedl by
the varying conditions of national life. An effort is made to bring
to the student a distinctive appreciation of the works selected for
study, the relations whic'h they bear to one auother, and the way
in ·which th ey giYe e:~..'})ressiou to 1he personality of the writer, and
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the tendencies of the time. In a scheme of education, which develops and trains with reference to character, knowledge and usefulness, the study of literature has a vlace occupiea by no other department. It develops the mind's power of assimilating knowledge, it
tends to 'harmonize the faculties of the mmd, and cultivates an insight into human life an<1 character.
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Amtrican Literature.-First Ttrm.
In tne study of American
Literature the following outline will be observed: Literatm-e of the
Colonies. Per·iod of Transition. Period of The Republic. New England Group of Writers.

Continuation of work among New England Uroup
of W~·iler•S. Hi!!tO•r ians. Oratoa1s. Poet•s. Short Story W1iters, Essayists. Critics. Humorists and Later I-oets.
Second Term.

In the study of English LiterEnglish Literature.-First Term.
ature much collateral reading in English History is required. Outline
for critical study: The early history from 449 A. D. to The No1·man
Conquest. From the Norman Conquest to <Jhaucer's death. From
Chaucer's death · to the Accession of Elizabeth. ~'he Literature of
the Age of Elizabeth. ~'he Puritan Age. ~'he Age of the Restoration.
Second Term. A study of works produced during the first forty
Y'eal'S of t'he Eighteenth Century. The Second forty yeal'S of The
Eighteenth Century. The Age of Romanticism. The Victorian Age.
AsidJ() from the critical study made of leading authors in a given
period, adequate attention is given to minor authors and their chief
works.
Literary Inttrpretation.
As a basis of work in Literary Interpretation a cou·r se of instruction is given in Literary Criticism. The
ideal purpose of criticism is "Th kn ow t'he best that is kUJOwn, and
thought in the world, and, by in turn making this kuowm, to Cl'eabe
a CUl'l'ent of true and fresh idleoas." The •g reat thoughts given to us by
the mas•t ers of literature can not have vital power except we think them
for ourselves. To makethestudyoflitwature other than van•ity for most
pupils, t11eir ima•g ination and sympathies must be t·r ained to such a degree that they ·c an re-c1·eat>e w'hat the poet has conceived. T·he fundamentals of suc'h training are give11 in the Depa~·rment of Re·a din•g. Here the
student is presented with the thou;"'ht that "experience must not be
confined to what a ma·n bas persoaally seen and felt, but is also to
be extended to everything he bas seen and felt through vital sympathy
with facts, scenes, ·e vents·, and ch:u·actel'8, whieh he has learned by
conversation with other men and through books." W'ben a man is
able thus to enter into literature he is cultured in the highest sense.
He has not only extended •h is mental horizon, ·b ut 'he 'has also increased the range of his S'Ympatbies. This perceptional material is
not only the knowledge obtained by the use of our own senses, but
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it is also the information that comes to us from the perceptions of
other people.
applying the principles of liteTary eriticism ·s pecial study is made
of the dramatic, poetic, oratorical and essay style. The literary analysis and vocal interp'retation of selections from the best English and
American authors are required.

TH E

LIB~A~Y.

As the library has r ecently been moved into more commodious
quartet'S, it is now possible to k eep the wihole eollection of boQkiS
in one room. The room set apart for this pm•p0se is large and welllighted, and is in the charge of a librarian. It is open to students
until four o'clock on school days, and for two hour.s on Saturday.
Arrangement is made by " ' hich stude'llts ean draw books for use, at
times. when the library is closeil.
We have at present more than 3,aoo volumes, whkh at'IC labeled and
catalogued. Besides these, there are almost as many volumes of
government reports, including the official records of the Civil War,
Geological Surveys, reports of the various departments, Congressional
Records, and much other valuable material.
The assortment of book·s now on hand shows remarkable care
and good judgment in selection, and additions nQ less va luable are
constantly being made.

l

READING ROOM .

The following periodicals are accessible to students:
Atlantic :Monthly,
Century Magazine,
Harper's Magazine,
Scnbner's Magazine,
Forum,
North American Review,
Popular Science Monthly,
Review of Reviews,
Wisconsin Journal of Education,
Scientific American,
H'arper's Weekly,
Pioneer Press (Daily),
Moorhead News (Dally),
Yout'h's Companion,
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School Education,
Intelligence,
IDduca tion,
Red River Valley News,
Moorhead Independent,
Science,
St. Cloud Journal Press (Daily),
The Detroit Record,
Hallock News,
Ladies' Home Journal,
N. l!l. Journal of Education,
St. Paul Globe (Daily),
Minneapolis Journal (Daily),
Fergus Falls Jourr.al.

THE LATIN LANGUAGE.

1'he principal objects aimed at in the Latin department are:
A more thorough insight into the meaning of English derivatives,
through observing the Latin words from whi~h t'hey srpring. An intelligent ·und•er•standlirrg of fue Sttructm-.e of Latb sentences, •a nd the
ability to IIIPPIY that understanding. A knowledge of the historical
setting of the words studied, and an acquainta::~ce, through such
knowledgte, with ilhe personality of the author. An appreciation of
the writings covered, as masterpieces of literature. Added power to
express various forms of 1Jhought !n appropriate English.
The first end is attained by constantly calling the attention of
~tudents during their first year's work, to the relation between the
words of the voca:bulary and words of their own tongue, until this
form of association becomes an inseparable part of their study of
the language.
The structure of sentences is mastered not by learning rules,
which are mere useless rubstractions, but by observing the working
of those rules in the Latin text. :\Iuch time is devoted to changing
from IDnglish into Latin connected passages, founded upon the text,
and especially arranged to illustrate the general principles of syntax.
One subject at a time ls taken up and considered, until the -class have
come to understand it.
Frequent exercis·es in sight r.e ading are
found to be very useful aid<s. No student can ever do sratisfa•c tory
or a•c curate work, who ha.s not lerumed to feel the importance of
e•ery woTd in tile sentence, and, in a measure, to think In the languag.e he is trying to learn.
Caesar and Cicero present the best opportunity for arousing an
Interest in the personal and political background. It is especially
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fortunate from the point of view that the two men were contemporaries, that they were closely associated personally, but separated
by opposite political preferences, and lived out their lives in one of
the most important and exciting periods of the world's history.
Virgil is made the means of introducing the student to the enNo Latin author
chanted land of Greek mythology and poetry.
comes so near as be to catc'h ing the spirit of the inimit:able Greeks.
So far as possible the consideration <lf forms and syntax is laid aside,
and the ideal of this course is to giye the students something of the
thrill of the poet's inspiration.
'.rhe final test of s'Uccess for the study of Latin is its influence
upon the student's English. To obtain the power to use exact and
forcible language, the class in Virgil are required to write out careful translations of some of fhe finer passages, not for drill in Latin,
but '!IJS ~n English exercise, l'ememberilfig alwaY'S' that the best translation is t'h·e one Which preserves m0st fully the thought and form ,o f the
original, without doing violence to those subtleties of expression,
which constitute good English.
Latin is studied, not for the empty satisfaction of knowing a
langua~e that is (Lead, b'llt because much of it lives in tJbe language of our every-day lives, and because its literature involves those
principles of human thought ~111d fe~ling, w<hicb ltve in every land', in
eyery period of history.

MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. The wQrk in <this &utb ject comprises two courses, one
designed to give academic training in the subject, the other open to
more advanced students designed to give a rc:view of subject matter
and methods for its presentation·. In both coerses the same purpose
of mental development is kept in mind, as a directing influence. With
too many students work in ~rit'hme<!Jic moons a mere "juggling of
numbers," anu it is the purpose of the d epartment to present the subject in a realistic and tangible form, so that the habit of forming clear
and di&tinct mental pictures of conditions present·e d may be developed.
The necessity of securing mechanical skill, accuraccy . and rapidity in
the lbandling of numbers is al &o k ept in mind. ·S uch ·s ubj ects as compound numbers, insurance, taxes, etc., >that havP- a direct application
in practical aff,airs, are approached from the practical as wen as the
th eoretical standpoint.
Course I.-Two Terms. The immeddate pm·pose of thi~;~ course is
to giYe a thoroug'h understanding of subject-matter, and to develop a
thoughtful, logical habit of study. lt is de signed for such students as
have not compl eted Arithmetic, or those who expect to teach tefore
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finishing their course, and wish a thorough and careful review of
&orne O>f the more d-itfi<;ult partJS of the su'bject.
'!'he work ·begins wfth a study of decimal fractions, followed by
common fractions. The aim is to link this work with that in whole
numbers, and to rid it of the mystery and dread with which it is surrounded for so many students. In presenting the same operations
that have been studied with whO!e numbers, the similarity of use
between fractional quantities and whole numbers is emphasized. In
ilollowing out the 1dea of making the work as real and tangible as
possible, not only are fractional quantities represented by the use of
objects and diagrams, but the operations also are •s hown in the same
way. Percentage. with its applications, is taken u.p as another form
of the •s tudy of fra<Ctionos1 and .t,the unity existing throughout the work
in whole num'bers, fractions and pe~·centage is s•hown. Ratio and proportion are studied, to develop reasoning power, rather than to acquire
sktll In the me~hani·cal application of a fixed rule. Involution and evolution are presented objec<t:ively, and the algebraic formulae are deriv·e d from the actual use of areas .md solids. Diagrams are also employed to illustrate the operations. The course closes with the study
of the metric systems of measurement and their applications. This
work is taken up in accordanee with the "laboratory method" of presentation.
Course IL-Qne Term. This course is open to students taking the
professional cours·es, and membe!JS of the Junior class. It is designed
to include a presentation from the method side, together with a <;areful
veview of the more d<ifficult parts, to bring out the simplicity and
unity of .the l!lll'bj·ect. Coming, as It does, after the study of algebra
and geometry, the course aims to give a more comprehensive view of
the subject than is possLble without such preparation.
The •c ourse begins with a series of lectures and illustrative lessons
on number work in the primary grades.
Cons•id•erabJ.e practice is given in the pre]}aration and presentation of simple exercises in this work, amd the unfolding of the s11b,iect
is •c ar·e fully outJlined'. A!dldi'tion, •s ubtraooon, multiplication and division are studied in a comparative way, the operations b eing performed
objectively, when necessary to contrast the~ clearly. A course in
fractions is pursued S'imilar to rt'hat oft'eood in CourS>e I. , but in a more
compoohens1ve way, and emphas·iz!ng more strongly the m-ethod of
teaching. Percentage, with irs applications, is stud'ied, as a continuation and further application of the work in f:-actions.
The courrse thus includes a review of subject ~atter and the methods for its presentation in the different grades.
Algebra. The work In Algebra comprises three terms, during
which tline tlie principles of elementary Algebra are thoroughly studled, discussed and explained. The value of the course In Algebra
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as given is two-fold. First, to give such a series of mathematical
exercises and drills as to materially aid the student in his ability to
think clearly and reason well, and, second, to so connect algebraical
prooesses wHh thos·e previous•l y studied in ·a rithmetic as to elucidate
the teaching of arithmetical prindpl~s. and, at the same time, to make
more easily under.s tood the use of algellra:ica·l s·igns, symbols and
operations.
Geometry. The dev·e lopmental value of thi~ subject cannot be
overestimated. Clear, condse, and logical reasoning is the aim. Training in the method of proof is instilled in carefully following the steps
in the demonstrated proposition; andi the power of the studenrt i!l
tested by the ability to grasp and prove new truths in the original
exercises. Accuracy of statement and definiteness in the work is insisted upon.
Course I. Two Terms. Plane Geometry required in all courses.
The ground covered is about what :·s found in any mod.ern text,book
on the subject, including all the original exercises.
Course II. One Term.
Solid Geometry. This is a continuation of
Oourse 1., and includes lines and planes in spaee dihedral and polyhedral angles, polyhedrons, the cylinder, the cone, and the sphere. Particular attention is paid to the application of the propositions in the
solution of numerical problems.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

'!'his department occupies three rooms with s·outh ex:tposure, pleas·
autJ.y situated on tlie :third floor, and admirably plaiJlllled for .the purpos·e. A J.arge recitation and lecture l'Oom, fittea with dark curtains,
hellos tat, proj•ection apparatus•, etc., and ·e quipped with heavy tables in
the rear for the Physics ~afioratory work, occupies 1Jlre m~ddle. This ts
coDlllect-ed by fold,i ng doors· with tlle chemical laboratory, while O!l1 tne other sld'e opens the phy•s ical apparatus I'Oom and office; :here, a lso, Is the
department reference library. Tbe appamtus room is well ·e quipped for
the mustration of nearly all the more important principles inVQlved In
physics. In 'C'Oll!llection witlb. the departmerut is •a &hop, with lathe, carpen~er's 'bench, and the tools and mnterials needed in the construetion
.of simple pieces of apparatus.

PHYSICS.

Course I. Three Terms. This Is required of all students in the
third year of the Latin and English courses. Five recitation and. two
laiboratory periods per week are devoted to the work. The a·im in the
.course is to bring the s1mdent into contact with the pbys•ical phenome-
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na and forces about him, so that he can intelligently observe, und-erstand, and discuss them. It is the intention to make the work strictly
scientific and thorough. '.rhe fact that pby·s ics is applied mathematics
is held in mind, and problem work m connection with the text is emphasized. The individual laborator y work is a lmos•t wholly quantitative in character , and note oook•s, in wbidl! t.a·e placed complete discussions of each experiment, ar e kept •b y eac..1 student. The more
important laws and princtples are d:emonstrated experiment ally before
the class, and the students are encouraged t o make simple home experiments. A general interest in J'·e cent scientific advancement and
research is stimulated by such periodicals as ··Popular ·Science l\fontbly, ' "Science," and "Scientific Amer ican." <:special study is made of
the practical application of physical laws, as found in steam ,engines,
t elegraphy, electric clocks, dynamns, etc. Frequent visits to mills
and electric light plants are made.
Course II. Two T erms. This is an abridgement of Course I. to meet
the requirements of the certificate course. It is more general in charact er, and a portion of the quantitative laboratory work, and most of
the ref·e ren ce "\YOrk, is omitted. The more difficult mathematical
formula and pro.b lems are, also, of necessity left out.
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The first object of the work in chemistry is the development of a
scientific habit of thought. This is reached by a systematic study of
phenomena in the la:boratot·y, correlated with the theories and speculations of the text. The practical applicatio!l ->f the subject to everyday life, together wffn its industrial and commercial aspects, is emphas•ized. The student's time is mostly spent in the laboratory under
the direct supervision of the instructor. Recitations, about two per
week, are devoted to discussions of the laboratory work and corresponding portions of the t ext, with written tests from time to time.
Appamtus and chemicals are furnished free of charge.
Course I. One T erm. R equired of all students in the fourth year
of both cours-es. It includes the fundame ntal principles of inorganic
chemistry, with particular study of the non-metallic elements. The
lab oratory work is m a inly qualitative, although some quantitative
experiments, such as the v erification of the principal laws, determination of the per cent. of car·b on dioxide in the air, etc., are introduced.
Course II. One T erm . Open to those who ha;•e bad course I., and
r equired in the En-glish course. The metallic elements are mad.-, the
ba si s of study, cons1derable geneml reference work of a descriptive
nature being done. The latter part of the course is d·e voted tc ele-
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mentary qualitative analysis, upon the completion of which the student
should be able to det~ct and separate all the more CQIIIlmon bases and
acids.

ASTRONOMY.

One term of descripti\e astronomy is offe red, geometry and p:hysics
being pre-requisites. ·.rhe course consists mainly of a judicious combination of text and reference work, together with aetna! observation
as far as practica-ble. As astronomy is pre-eminently a science or
ooservation, this aspect of the subject is by no means neglected, and
the direct study of the hea\·e ns is supplemented by a series of astronomical slides for the projection lantern. Those portions of the
subject, which are of special edU'cational value and of assistance in
the teaching of geography, are emphasdzed. The cultivation of what
may be called the geometric imagination of t'he student is sought.
Thinking, rather than memorizing, is the aim in the work.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

Botany. A study of plants is as .far as possible made the basis
of the wot·k in this subject. The organs of vegeta.tiou and reproduction of flowering plants are carefully studied, with and without the
aid of the lens. The life history of some common plant is traced by
daily observation fi"()ID seed to fruit. In tlhis way: an attempt is mad>e
to make plain the principal facts of the form ana function of plant organs, and the !'elation of a plant to its enviroiimen1:. More stress i:s
placed upon plant physiology and ecology than upon ·t he minute structure of plants. The hi·g her plants are studied in preference to the
lower forms as being of more value to the teacher in public school
work. Frequent reference is made to plants of lower orders, and,
occasionruly, typical s'J)'eCimens '!lTe texami!nJed, whiC'h opreV'ffi1t the student from getting the idea that the plant kingdom is composed entirely of phanerogams.
~he scope of the work, a,s indicated by tthe 'leading topics studied
is as follows: The germina·t ion of seeds; the behavior of seedlings;
the material:s from which the plant derives its food, the source of
these materials and the manner in which the rlant obtains, and makes
use of them; transpiration and respiration in pbnts; irritability,
growth of the plant as affected by moisture, temperature and air.
reproduction, seed d~ssemination, plant societies and their effect upon
each other; plant distribution with special reference to Minnesota
plants.
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Throughout th·e couTse contiD1U al emphasis is laid upon the correlation of form '!lnd function.
Some taxonomic work is done, and in connection with it fi·e ld work
is explained. Particular attention is paid to plant families and societies, rather than to th.e species, although the studlent com'P'leting the
com1Se should 'be alble to classify readily common fiow.e ring plants.
Zoology. One term's work in Zoology is requir·ed of all students
and a second term's work is offered to students pursuing the Englis·h
course. Although it is the intention to give as broad a view of the
a:ruimal kingdom as poss1i:b le, more attention is paid to the stud'Y of insecbs> and birds. A type of ea'Cib. one of •t he promi!nent orders of ins·ects is
carefully stud1ed, '!lnd a more rapid eX'!lmioo..tion is made of a number of
other insects•, nearly (l'elated to the type forms. The external features
and dia.gnostic characteristics are emphasized in this study. Insect
life is also studied in the field. Students are '!l.Sked to make excursions,
und·er direction of the instructor, for purposes or observation, and
collections. In this way much valuable information is obtained in
regard to the life, 'h abits, pecuHarities and ha'bitats of common · insects.
Reports of field work, and a discussion of these reports in class afford
ample opportunity to suggest the best methods of collecting, caring
far and us-Ing in scbool work the material secured. In a similar way
the principal orders of birds are studied. By r.n examination of a few
type forms, the student ·b ecomes familiar with the distinguishing
characteristics of these groups; and through observation In the field,
the character, habits, food and mode of flight become known.
For those students who continue the work turough a second term,
a mol'e extended study is made of fishes, reptiles and mammals.
Physiology and Hygiene.
Ph'Y·s iology and hygiene constitute one
term's work. The course is made thorough and practical. Animal
tissue is used to illustrate the principal points of the study. A well
articulated skeleton makes plain all the points in skeletal s•tructure,
arrangement and movement. After a careful study of the skeleton
the muscular system is taken up. Under this subject are studied, not
only the structure, attachment and functian of mu~ies, but the l•a w
go1•erning muscular health. The need of exercise, the amount of exercise, and the best forms of exercise are discussed. The simple
chemistry of foods is given in conn.P.Ction wit'h the digestive tract and
digestion. Then follows in order the blood and the circulatory system,
the respiratory organs and res·piration, proper and improper ventila·
tion, the skin and kidneys, the nervous system and special senses, the
throat and voice.
The course throughout is adapted to the needs of the teacber, and
scbool hygiene in particular Is emphasized. Many of the simple facts
of child study are explained and discussed, especially, difficulties with
tlle eye and ear, which are so prevalent In the school room.
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ELEMENTARY SCIENCE •

Elementary Science Is the term applied to the study of those phases
of tile natural sciences, which are best adapted for study In the graded
schools of the s·tate. 'l'lle work of the course is largely in the form
of lectures, supplemented, occas•i onally, by refeJ'ence work, <and illustrated as fully as possible by demonstration from the rapidly Increasing collections In the museum. 'l'lle course is· necessarily modified
from year to year to keep pace with the advance of scientific knowledge, and to better adapt it to the preparation of those entering the
classes. At tlie close of the course a suggestive outline of study .Is
given for eacn science taken up. Although suggestive, tllese outlines
indicate the phases of tile subject, material to be used, methods of
presentation, and objects to be attained in each grade from the first
to the eighth. The student who bas completed the prescribed work
should have a larger fund of accurate, scientific knowledge from wlllch
to drnw In teaching, and a greater and growing interest In natm·e and
natural objects.
Geology, botany, zoology and meteorobgy are the sciences
studied.
'l'he following topics suggest the nature of tile course: A brier
story of tile formation of the earth; the principal rocks, their formailon, character and occurrence; the variO'UIS stages of the formation or
soils .f-rom rock debris, especial attentiODJ beiug paiu to Minnes<Jta soils;
plants studied n<Jt as flowers, 'but as 'living t'bing&; the natul'e of plant
food, its source and the way in which the plant obtains it; tbe flower,
Its use to the plant, and the relation of insects t() it; plant movemente
and the various methods of seed dissemination; the life history or
Insects available for school room use, illustrated by the moth and butterfly; the fislh and frog <are W•k en up in ·a siml'ar way; in meteorology, wlnds, clouds, and storms are discussed in com1ectlon with seaeon changes.

THE MUSEUM.

There is a tendency in modern education which strongly emphasizes the use of the eye. The use of objects, illustr·ativ>e material,
lruboratory methods and nature s-tudy all show forcibly this trend.
Since this is true, the right kind of a museum should be found In evel'Y sc·hool, si&e by S<id'e with tlhe library. It should supplemenrt <the
library, and ·b e supplemented by it. It can be made to enrich, more
or less, almost every study in the curriculum, and especially Is this
true of the subjects of reading, history, geography and the sciences.
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The old style museum, which was a heterogeneous collection of curios.
cannot do this, and is giving way to the new, whicll sllould be a caretully selected collection of material that has a practical l.Jearing on
the needs in questiO'Il. Such· a r!ol1ection tlhc Moorhead Normal
pl•ans in time to have. The museum has recently received a very
valua·ble collection oil' about six hundred flowering plants. '£his collection comes as exchange material from the botanical survey of Mln:nesota, and is of inestimable value to th-e botanical departm-ent o'f
the Normal School. The specimens received are typical Minnesota
plants, and repres·e ut nearly every family of flowering pl•a nts eommon
to the state. This material, together with some already on baud, is
being worlred over and! reclassified as rapid•l y as possible. '!'be new
classification is based upon the natural system of Engler and Prautl.
When this is completed the herbariam will be thoroughly modernized
and in good condition for growth, !lnd it is hoped that friends of the
scbool will !>ear this in mind iu the future. Another valuable acquisition to the museum, is a collection of tr•pical comls from the Philippine Islands. This material was ·secu•red through the Minnes·ota
Academy of Natural Sciences. A Jarg·e number of Minnesota minerals.
and rocks has also been received from the State Geological Survey.

GEOG~APHY.

Aims. The aims of the work in this department are to bring the
stud·e nts into i11teHigently sympath -! tic touch with thte world< aroun<t
them, and to give them a .p ractical working knowledge of life in
relation to the earth. The endeav0r is to train in power of seeing
r elations, especially, those of caUise and effect. to t ea c>h ideas, not
defiuitions, and to cJ.eyeJop power of .g athering information ft•om best
references. Places are located with reference to cause, natural resom-ces are traced back to their geologic a•nd climatic found.at!ou, und
industries and products are shown m their true light as consequent
upon tbe natura•! resource~.
First Term. This term is given to the study of physical geography, the time being divided among the subjects of the air, the ocean,
and the land. Under the study of the air come the study of the circulation of the winds, tbe various storms, the different fot·ms of moistlll'C in the atmosphere, all of which are summed up In the practical·
study of the weather. Daily obsi!rvations are made and recur!lP<l,
local conditions analyzed, and forecasts made. In addition to this.
the official weather maps a~:e studied, and weather maps made from
the rocorded: data. The oceaJl is studied with reference to its density.
the topography of the ocean floou, .:ondit:ion:s of deep sea life, the cir-
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culation of the ocean waters in cun'ents, t-ides and waves, together with their effect upon the climate and conditions of life upon
the land. 1n the study of the !·a nd, s;:>ecial emphasiiS is !·a id upon the
processes by which d•ifferent land forms are brought intQ being. Mountain building, the origin of different kinds of rock, the work of the
riYers, the work of the weather, glacial oaction and its effects upon
the conditions of life in different counrtri'es al.\:: made especially prominent. All this is summed up in a somewhat detailed study of thil
physical features of the United States.
Second Term.
Th·e second term's work is based upon that of
the first term, and is concerned with a stud<y .o f the commercial geography of the United States. Tlhe diffet'eDit sections are studied with
Tefereuce to their natural resourcas, the c-onsequent industries, and
the reasons for the location and growth of .the leading cities, each
point being worked back to its phy8ical basis. Our foreign commercial relations, as well as some more detailed study or our home conditions. are taken up in special, individual topic work in which each
student does original l.'esearch work iu the well stocked library
at his command. Throughout the entire course note books are kept
by each student. These books are C'riticised several times each term
by the teacher in charge, the student being required to make all
eorrections indicated. Practice is giYen in free-hand map drawing
from memory, in order to g!Ye accuracy of knowledge, and skill In
the use of c'halk and blackboa1XI. In addition to this, each pupil is
requi-red to dlraw, at leas<t, two fine ~nec'banical maps: on bri-s tol board.
-Senral lectures are given during the tel'm on the scientific movements and im·entions of tiie day. These are supplemented by repeated Teference to current priodicals and standard works with which
the library is well supplied.
Methods. This course is open to seniors, and s-tudents pursuing
the professional courcses. Tlie course covers one term. The firs<t part
of the term is· devoted to an analysis of the problem ·o f education,
the end to be reached and the means by which that ena Is to be attained, a b1:ie<f review of oome of the essential elements of p'hysical
geography before attacking the praC'!.ical problem of lesson plans. Effort is made to get the students into ~mplete possession of the point
of Yiew spoken of in the aims of fhe work of this department, ftS well
as the adaptation of that point of view to the work of the ditrerent
grades. The latter part of the term is devoted to t'he practical applicntion of the principles and knowledg-e gained in the making of lesson
plan'.l, and, finally, in putting those plans Into practice in the '!'rainIng Department. Practice in the interpretation of maps, and In
drawing them, is, also, giYen. The ·c omparison of te:\'t-books with
a Yiew to finding out t'he essentials of a good text, is taken up with
care. Xo text-book is used.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY.

The course in physiography as a separate study, covers but one
term, although many of its principles are continually taught in connection with mathematical and political geography. The object of
the course is to familarize the student w.ith the common physiographic
processes, and through this stooy to }ead him to a better knowled,g e
of the great surface features of the earth,-their history and development. The -s tudy is begun with the earth as a whole; its origin and
early dev-e lopment are touched upon, although little time is given
to the astronomical phase of the S'Ubject. Next, are taken up in
a'bout the order given, the atmosphere, Its extent, composition and
properties; temperature and moisture of the atmosphere; winds and
ocean currents, their causes, characteristics and effects upon climate;
clouds, their causes, appearance and accompanying pbenomena; the
water, ifs distribution, composition and properties; springs, hot and
cold, their occurrence and effect on land forms. Much attention is
pal& to rivers' as erosive agents. Various river systems are studied
in a comparative way in order to make clear the cbaracterlstics,
w'h!C'h indicate the age of rivers, as well as to sho1v the varied and
complex land forms, which have been carved out by river agency.
Lund forms are further studied as to their origin and growth as influenced by ocean erosion, volcanic and earthquake activity, and
the gradual upheaval and su,b sidence of the earth's crust. Some time
Is devoted to the discussion of the general distribution of plant and
animal life over the globe, and th e .p rinciples underlying such distribution.

D~AWING.

Considering that the real value of the study of drawing should
be to develop the mind, thereby increasing the power and habit of obsetTation and adding to the capa:city for enjoyment of the world about
us, we endeavor to give OU!T students SJUch training as will awaken in
them these things, together with a desire, on their part, to do the same
in their own schools, later. All this, instead of furnishing them with
material to be used a;gain in exact repetition, for we feel that the
true at't training should awak:en those creative •a nd imaginative
faculties, wllic'h lie dormant in 'e very mind, 'a nd w.hich, on~e awakened and· trained, will make original work possible.
The course of study i'ncludes WO!'k in Drawing, ·water-color, PaintIng, Original Desi-gn, and Historic Ornament.
First Term. Drawing. Painting.
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sphere, cylinder, and in ob:
or the casts. In all this 1
~.-Sketching from Lif
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II. Water-color Painting1
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III. Original Design.
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be experienced to be appr
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this line of education has
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the world along these line
2. Harmony of color,
IV. Historical' Ornament
worl,, we employ whatev•
photographs, colored plate
It is our aim to suppl
casional lectures upon tlH
Art, together with reprod·
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.rate sturly, covers ·but one
continually taught In congeography. The object of
t the common physiographic
hi:m to a better knowled•g e
-their history and d·e velopas a whole; Its· origin and
hough little time is given
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ts extent, composition and
che atmosphere; winds and
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forms. Much attention is
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~ clear the characteristics,
as to show the varied and
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e study of drawing should
the power and habit of obtjoyment of the world about
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ition, for we feel that the
creativ·e ·and imagtnativ•e
ad, •a nd w.hich, once awakr possible.
Drawing, Water-colar, Paintit.
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Second Term. Drawing. Painting. Designing. Historic Ornament.
Methods. Practice in the work of first and second terms with
practical ways of presenting it in the class-room.
1. Drawing. 1.-Study of type forms and the laws of simple perspective, as exemplified in geometrical blocks, such as. the cube,
sphere, cylinder, and in objects based upon them. Study is aloo mad·e
of the casts. In all this work we use pencil or" charcoal.
:!.-Sketching from Life. A study of the human figure ln character-poses. For this work a mod·el is secU'red dressed to represent
some character in life or fiction, and the class make sketcbes from
the pose, in pencil or charcoal. These sketches may afterwards be
used as parts of original compositions, being reproduced from mem·
ory. In this way we develop the power to illustrate, and to aiel In
this, the students' attention is· called to the work of our modern
illustrators, and collections of their works are .made.
3.-Sketching Out-of-doons. Whrmever it is possi~le, the class is
t·nken out-of-doors. Sketches made from the window, or from memory, aid also in awakening in the student a love for nature in its
Yarying aspect•s, and the power of seeing beauty in apparently com·
mon-place surroundings.
II. Water-color Painting,
Wash-drawings in monotone, and
color worl' from still-life, landscape and pose. The salille ends are
kept in Yiew, as in t'be drawing, with the added stud'Y of color and
the u>Se of the ·b rusll, as a means of expression.
III. Original Design.
1. Study uf the elementary prlnciples of design and the working out of simple problems of original designs arrang(!{l to stimulate the imaginatil•e and cre3Jtwe e<lements of the
mind, and applied to things of use in both home and school. The
cultnr·e which comes from the study of beaut:i:ful forms of art must
be experienced to be appreciated, and its value is not, therefore, so
eYiclent as t11at of illustratiYe art. Nevertheless the development of
this line of education has an extrt:!mely practical application to the
lives and industries of the people, and when it becomes general in
our schools so that its influence is widely felt we may expect America
to take equal rank with the old world in the beauty and value of its
manufactured products. In the me;tntime our teachers, at least, must
not be wholly Ignorant of the laws of beauty and the progress of
the world along these lines.
2. Harmony of color, as· applied to original designs.
IV. Historical" Ornament.
In dealing with this brram;b of tbc
work, we employ whatever text is available, accompanying It with
photographs, colored plates and lectures.
It is our aim to supplement the work of this depar.t ment by occasional lectures upon the li>es and works of the great masters in
Art, together with reproductions of their masterpieces.
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MUSIC.

In the study of music, the most important ends to be attain€(~,
are musical appreciation, and the ability to read at sight. The pupil
Should also gai111 a knowledge of muGic, as ·r elated to his merutal, moral
>and physical development, to better realize the value of this factor
in his ·e ducation.
First Term.
The work of the first term is largely that of tone
production., sight-reading and singing, and the writing of scale forms
and original melodies. In this latter work, tlie pupil displays a knowledge of the rudiments of music, while developing •a.uy creative genius
he may possess. Individual effort is made by the pupils, thus establishing a confidence in themselves that could not be gained in any
other way . .
Second Term. In the secorid: term, the pupil dea·ls with more intricate musical problems, theoretical and practical, as in the stud'Y
of rhythm, intervals•, modulation, .f:'tc.
Elementary Harmony is
e·tudi·ed, and, also, a history of music and musicians. Topics are
assigned for weekly discussion, having a logical bearing upon the
matter in hand.
Methods. The work in the Methods Class comprises the work
of the first .a nd second ·t erms; and, also, the study of ·r ote songs, a
review of th·e books in the Modern Music Series, the methods· for
presenting music in the grad·es, and a practical application of these
methods.

HISTORY.

The courses as now organized extend through six terms and include two terms of American history, two ter·ms of general history,
one term of methods. and one term of English history.
Aims and Methods. A special feature of the work is the attempt
to give some insight into the mater~als of .history •a nd to encourage acquaintance with the literature of the subject. Extensive use is made
of the library. There is systematic instruction in the various aids
to ref.erence, and special practice in running down facts expeditiousl.y.
Authorities are investigated as wall as the facts they allege. It is
not enough that a book says so. What book? And what are its pretensions to accuracy worth? 'T hese are questions that must be ever
present, if a foundation is to be laid for using books with discrimination. 'rhere ai'e ·s·eJ.ected exC'UTs•ions into the sources. 'Dhe J;mPil
travels, for short distances, the roads the historian must travel and
begins to see how history is writ:en. Outside reading is assigned
with eYery lesson and followed up in class. Much written work is
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required for its mlue in securintg proper arl'alllg>e'Illent of matter and
~nciseness of statement.
IDa0h pupH is given one topic for somewhat exhaustive stud>y, a topic that takes him to a considerable number of books and occupies his full reading time for s·e veral weeks.
The other special topic work is arranged in short studies, few requiring more tlla·n two hours for preparation. &peocific refle1-ence to
authorities is insisted upon in eve:.-y exercise.
Greek and Roman History.
This <·ourse comprises the complete history of Gveece and the history of Rome down to the establisbmlent of
the empire under Augustus. The term's work is broug'ht to a dos·e with
this event, not only because this arrang·e ment offers a better adjustment of the ground to be covered ;n the two terms allotted to general history, but because the decline and fall of the empire is so
intimately Interwoven with the history of tne Middle Ages as to be
inseparable from it. As a groundwork for intelligent l!!tudy of the
ancient civilizations• of Greece and. Rome, the geography of the
Mediterranean world is taken firmly in hand. Such important constitutional matters as the develapment of democracy at Athens and
the prolong-ed struggle between the patricians and plebs at Rome
are made the slU'bject of faithful study, and the student Is led to see
their relation to modern political progress. The peculiar civilizations
of Sparta and Athens are contrasted·, and in connection with the
Persian and Peloponnesian wars, an analysis is made of the causes
that tended· to keep the Hellenic -;vorld from ever uniting Into a
centraliz-ed nation. In following the career of Rome through the
several steps by which she became a world• empire, an attempt is
made to keep the Roman law and administrative insotitutions In the
f·oregl'ouDtd. T.h e distinct contrib<urt.ions of the Greeks and Romans
to civilization are emphasi:i'ied
Mediaeval History. Mediaeval history begins, when the map of
Europe s•h ows but two grand divisions-the Roman empire and the
barbarians; when Latin and Greek are the only languages; when the
people are essentially pacgan or heathen, and when all civilization ls
found south of the Alps.. It ends, when many separate and independen·t states have quite displaced the barbarians; when Greek IS
spoken only wit'hin a narrow territory, and Latin has ·b ecome the
language of the educated only; when heathenism has given way entirely to Mohammedanism on the one hand and Christianity on the
other, and when civilization has passed triumphantly beyond the
R'hine and the Danube. Hence the stud•y of the period concerns
itself with the invasions and migrations of the barbarians; the rlse
of modern nations; the spread of Christianity, together with Its Important institutions, monasticism and tbe papacy; the development
of the 'barbarian dialects into vigorous literary languages·, feudalism,
the crusades and the free towns.
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En2lish History.
Fundamentally English 'history is Ame1·ican history. In deSC'ent, In language, literatuiJe, common law and form:s> of
government, we are indebted to England more than to any other
country. 'Vithout a knowledge of her history, as regards ·both her
Institutions and her government, we cannot fully understand our own.
The g1-ea•t documents that 1lave insm.-ed· liberty and self-government
to Englishmen on the island, bave in the end guaranteed the same
rights to Englishmen everywhere. Her government, moreover, is
the purest d·e velopment of the Ger.m anlc type, unmodified by Rome,
that the world has seen. In her history we can trace, as we cannot
in our own, the evolution of a race from its infancy to an ascendant
maturity. For these reasons the history of England is given thorough and sympathetic study, care being taKen, while emphasizing
tlhe important constitutional features•, that the illspuational elementsthe heroic examples that make for patriotism-shall not be neglected.
Significant events in European history that touch England's interests are woven into her history. Wide reading is encouraged and
specific references are frequently given. Eacl.l student prepares a
special report during the term, which be presents orally to the cla~l!!
from an outline.
United States History.
The WJrk covers the entire period of
United States history from the di~covery of America down to tbe
present time. Enough European history is used to make our own
history in•teHigible, nnd to give it its. proper setting in the bistory
of the world. History is a distinctly sociological stud·y d'eaHng witn
the varied fortunes of both individuals and nations. The foremost
aim in this work in Unlted •States history is, therefore, to fill the
subject with human content, and !o give the student, not merely a
lmowJ.edg>e of, but, ·a ,J.so a living int·e rest in the leading social forces,
w1bich ·h<aYe made the na.t ion what it is. Great men and events a_,re
the ceruters about which historical ln<formation is gafuered, and the
ca•us<al connection between eovents and periods. in ouT 'history is continually emphasized. The work In United .States history is greatly
facilitated by a very li'beral assortment of excellent ref.e rence books.
1\Iuc'h use is mnde of these book~ in 'broadening and deepening the
knowledge obtained from the regular text.

CIVICS.
Go'l'ernments are concrete realities, the outgrowth of experience.
They are being constantly modified to meet existing conditions.
Hence the rational method of approac'hlng our governmental institutions as we find them to-d·ay, is that which first explains their
origin and then indicates the processes tb[·ougb wtbicb they ba ,.e ac-
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quired their present form.
The local organizations-the town,
county, village and city-are therefore treated historically first, and
critically afterwards. The state is next considered, lu the same
manner, ilhus giving •a safe foundnU<m .f or an intelligent aoo exhaustive study of the United .States and its ·c onstitution. Careful
attenti<m is •g iven to the •c olonial governments• and to tlle SJU~eessive
steps toward consolidation tllat finally led up to the constitutional
convention. Detailed comparisons .ue occasionally made between the
"~<arious organizations.
Subjects that are of practical importance and
sufficiently finite are given special treatment. Such, for instance, are
the following:-How laws are made, taxes levied, elections condmcted; how the ·e lectoral vote is taken; how territories are organized and states admitted; how the pulblic lands are surveyed and the
congress organized. In connection with this work the classes are
occasionally or.g anized into judicial or legislative bodies, and trials
or defiates are conducted involving questions of moment.

SOCIAL SCIENCE.
No attempt is made to give anything like a comprehensive view

or a sea'l'c'hing analysis of society. OnJy the more common and pra•ctical relationships of life are studied. Yet a sufficient insight is
gained to bring new light to bear upon education, and to add new
significance to its aims and m·ethods. The subject 1s presented topk!llly, with Small ana Vincent's "lntroduJCtion to the Study of Society" as a text-book. Frequent papers are required of the students
on topics suggested ·by class discussions. Illustrations are drawn
from local conditions, and local ins :itutions as far as possible.

THESIS.

Each candidate for graduation will be required to pTesent to the
facul·ty a graduating thes1s. The subject of the thesis must be filed
with the registrar at the close of -~he winter term. The tbesis must
be a r.e cord of independent investi,5ation of some subject included in
the scope of the student's profes'>ional work. The thesis will be
submitted to a committee of tile fa culty for review and criticism.
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Atkiuson, Fiore1
Bohlke, Mae L.
Brown, MYl'tle :
Clauson, Esther
Col~hour,

Catalogue of Students.
FOR THE YEAR 1901 · 1902.
Normal Department.

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL COU~SE.

SENIORS .

Angus, Bertha B.
Bell, Ethel
Erickson, Ne!He
J O'hnson, Delia E.
Mason, Adelaide E. P.
Wessberg, Matild<a

Gal' field
Fergus Falls
Fergus Falls
Fergus Falls
Ale~andria

Fergus Falls

SENIOR LATIN .

Curtis, Bertha C.
Maekall, Henry C.
Mcintosh, Annie
Parkhill, Jennie A.
Partrid.ge, Jennie W.
Wagner, Lulu E.

Moorhead
:Moorhead
Bathgate, N. D.
Pelican Rapids
Moorhead
Moorhead

SENIOR ENGLISH.

Walla, Anna M.

E<litll

Emerson, Nella
Fuller, Myrtle 1
IIae nert, Annie
Haug, Barbara
Hoy, Vera G.
Jacobson, Aim:~
Knapton, Alice
Long, Elizabeth
Marth, Winnie
McGuire, Eliza
McNerthney, El
McVicker, Alta
Monson, Gertru•
Porter, Edi.th ~J
Rh·)ads, Louise
Rygh, Margaret
Sharp, Julia A.
Yemen, Lillian

Horace, N. D.

Ch\ld·, Gharlene
Higbee, Mar•g ar
Kinne, Elizabet
Stone, Geneviev
Thompson, Estl

Anderson, Anm
Bri·,;gs, Virginif
Darrow, Eliza]).
Freeman, Minn
Gullickson\ Mm
Johnson, Hanm
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ts.

U ~SE.

P~OFESSIONAL COU~SE.

Barnesville
"\Va!1peton, N, D.
Bislllarck, N. D.
Ale::;:andria
Dett·oit
Stillwater
Moorhead
Fergus Falls
Dulut'h
Austin
Fet·gus Falls
Brandon
Still water
Bam-e sville
Crookston
Red I.~ake Falls
F·a rgo, N. D.
l\!o•>rhead
Detroit
Stillwater
Elbow Lake
::IIO•>rhead
Rip~_ey, Ont.

Atkinson, Fiorence
Bohlke, Mae L.
Brown, Myt11:le F.
Clauson, Esther E .
Col~hour, Edith ~L
Emerson, Nella E.
Fuller, Myrtle A.
Ha-enert, Annie A.
Haug, Barbara E.
Hoy, Vera G.
Jacobson, Alma C.
Knapton, Alice M.
Long, Elizabeth l\I.
Marth, Winnie L.
McGuil•e, E liza J .
McNerthney, Elizabet'h
l\!cVicker, Alta H .
Monson, Gertrude
Porter, Edi-th M .
Rh·)ads, Louise M.
Rygh, Margaret
Sharp, Julia A.
Yemen, L illian V.

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
FJ~ST

COU~SE.

YEAR.

St. Paul

Child, ·C harlene J
Hi•g bee, Margaret G.
Kinne, Elizabet'h E.
Stone, Geuevieve H.
Thompson, Esth~r L .

Fargo, N. D .
Fargo, N. D .
~fcHenry, N. D.
Fer gus Falls

. D.
ids

D.

JUNtO~

Anderson, Anna E .
Bt•i-JgS•, Virgi-nia l\f.
Darrow, Elizabeth
Fr~eman, Minnie L.
Gullickson; Martin H .
J ohnson, Hannah

LATIN.

Mo')::head
Pelican Rapids
Fargo, N.D.
Moorhead
Fertile
Barrett
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Clit!:lerall
Ban-ett
Moorhead
Mo.);:head
Fargo, N.D.
Farg-o, N.D.
Norwegian Grove
Mcrntos·h

Ki:11ber, Alta M.
Larson, Lewis
May, Clyd-e li'.
~fay, Wayne H.
Neal, Florence V.
Rice, Addie L.
Ronningen, 0. K
Wardebet'g, Geot'ge

JUNIO~

ENGLISH.

Comstock
Comstock
Hendrum
Wolverton
Fargo, N. D.
Fanro, N. D.
Mcintosh
Daniels, N. D.
Sa:bin
Barrett
Heg'bert
Luce

Askcgaa•rd, Eugene M.
Askt!gaard, H. 0.
B erl{h, Otto
Bilsoorrow, James D.
Frenc'h, Bertha I.
Hendrixson, Alice
Hill, R. A.
Hyslin, John
Johnson, Dora L.
Larson, Emil
McGuire, Lucy E.
Plowman, Grace
THIRD

YEA~

Moorhead
Ashby
Glyndon
Moorhead
Moorhead
Far.~;o, N. D.
Fargo; N. D.
Switzerland
Fargo, N. D.
Drayton, N. D.
Wild Rice, N. D.
Kent
Moorhead
Moorhead

Babst, HatTY F.
Barnes, Carrie
Brophy, Ethel M.
Coliton, Mary
Curran, M11ry
Gage, Leslie
Hogelund, .Selma C.
Hort, Charles
Landblom, Ida .
Mcintosh, Mabel B.
McKenzie, Jessie G.
Pilot, Ruby E.
Tripp, Flora B.
Van Houten, Bessie A.

THI~D

Boe, Hannah M.
Bolster, Clara B.

LATIN.

YEAR ENGLISH.

Lake Park
~Ioorhead

Hannebohl, Anna
Ha unebobl, Louise
Hannebohl, 'J'heres
Johnson, H. E.
Lamb, Elizabeth E
McCabe, Margaret
McGrath, Cornelia
McG'U'ire, Nellie
McKenzie, 1\fargar;
Mouten, l<'lorence :
Moran, Ruby l\L
Nel;;;on, Nellie A.
Page, Armandine
Pederson, Ella
Putney, Oharles
Still, Olive
Urness, Charlotte

Adler, Grace
Bj :!\"ken, Borgal J.
Casey, Martin
Comstock, George
Erickson, Emma S
Gormley, Bessie
Head, Clara L.
Hedlund, Hedvlg
Johnson, Estella
Matheso!lJ, Amer 0
McKenzie, Grace 11
Mudgett, Ethel
Murphy, Tena
Redpath, Georgia
Shave, Ethel
Stillman, Gertrude
Sunju, Edith
Tillotson, Sibyl
Walker, l\Iargar·e t
Westlund, Ottilia

Aabye, Clara
Barnard, Earl M.
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Hannebohl, Anna
Ha unebobl, Louis·e
Hannebohl, 'l'heresa
Johnson, H. E.
Lamb, Elizabeth E.
McCabe, Margaret 0.
McGrath, Cornelia
McGU'ire, Nellie
McKenzie, Margaret
Monten, Florence H.
Moran, Ruby l\1.
Nel'Son, Nellie A.
Page, Armandine
Pederson, Ella
Putney, Oharles
Still, Olive
Urness, Charlotte

Moorhead
Moo:bead
Moorhead
Tint,th
Moorhead
Navan
Barnesville
Crookston
Wild Rice, N. D.
Fargo, N. D.
l\lourhead
Fargo, N. D.
Crookston
Underwood
Moo~ head
Moorhead
Moorhead
SECOND YEAR LATIN.

Adler, GTace
Bj~t·ken, Borgal J.
Casey, Martin
Comstock, Ueorge M.
Erickson, Emma S.
Gormley, Bessie
Head, Clara L.
Hedlund, Hedvlg
J ·o hnson, Estella
MathesollJ, Amer C.
McKenzie, Grace M.
Mudgett, Ethel
Murphy, 'l'ena
Redpath, Georgia M.
Shave, Ethel
Stillman, Gertrude
Sunju, Edith
Tillotson, Sibyl
Walker, Margaret G.
Westlund, Ottilla

Mooi'head
Kindred, N. D.
Crookston
MOQi'head
\Vh'e aton
Fargo, N. D.
Rothsay
Moorhead
Moorhead
St. Hilaire
Wild, Rice, N. D.
Fargo, N. D.
Moorhead
Frazee
Hawley
FarJO, N. D.
'-·
Ashby
Moorhead
Harlem, N. D.
Harwood, N. D.

SECOND

Aabye, Clara
Barnard, Earl M.

YEA~

ENGLISH.

Perley
Moorhead.
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Glyndon
Moorhead
Detroit
Lake Park
Lake Park
AJOercrombie, N. D.
Wild Rice, N.D.
Chaffee, N. D.
Twin Valley
Lake Park
Lake Park
Moorhead
Hawley
Jamestown, N. D.
Hawley
Comstock
Twin Valley
Dibley
Moorhead

DuncansO'n, Elva
Fin:otuen, Rina T.
Fuqua, Leslie
Hanson, Mary A.
Hanson, Henry 0.
Johnson, Inga
McKenzie, Daisy M.
Na~:>h, Julia
Natwick, Clarence A.
Nelson, Caroline E.
Olson, Mary D.
Roac'h, Nellie
Rusfeldt, Irena
Russell, Elen E.
Skree, Jos·e phine
Skullerud, Lydia
Solberg, Dora
Watterberg, Anna ·S.
W·e stberg, Selma M.

FI~ST

Bennett Lillian
Brock, Josie A.
Es·p eseth, Anna
Freeman, Doura E.
Loudon, Blanche
Peterson, Leroi F.
Rustad, Harriet
Simonitsch, Edward V.
Simunitsch, Frances M.
Tillotson, Ben F.
Weld, Moselle E. ·

YEAR LATIN.

Moorhead
Page, N.D.
Erskine
Moorhead
Moorhead
Moorhead
Kurtz
Moorhead
Moorhead
Mo~t·head

Mo.n ·head

FIRST YEAR ENGLISH.

Almt!n, Hilda
Amundson, Mary C.
Anderson, Charles E.
Anderson, H. F.
Anne, Julia
Berg, Inga C.
Boe, Alalia S.
Braman, Gertrude I.

Nash, N. D.
Hawley
St. Hillaire
St. Hillaire
Wall Lake
Battle Lake
Lake ·P ark
Navan

~

Bucklin, CoTa M
Campbell, Waite
Ch-1se, Etta M.
Chilton, Evelyn
Christopherson,
Cobb, Anna
Coliton, Frank
Cornell, ClarenCi
Daily, RichaTd
Danielson, Henr:
DeVine, Stella l.
Ellestad, Carolin
Englebert, Anna
Engelbert, John
Flaberg, Olof A.
Finne, Hannah
Fisk, AdaM.
Fltz,;erald, Cora
Gaare, Joseph
Gaare, Oscar M.
Gaffy, Effie
Gal'fy Lottie
Haisten, Denah
Hanson, Alice
Hanson, Anna
Helmark, Bessie
Heimark, ID!ma
Heimarrk, Uar;r
Heimark, Oscar
Hendry, Ruth
Hethe1·ington, M
Hiller, Helen M.
Hiller, Tillie D.
Holton, Stella A
Hongness, G.usta
Horne, Maud E.
Houske, Leonar<
Hovden, Conrad
Hov~ Julia
Johnson, Huldat
Jo·h nsou, NeUie
JohllJS()n, Selma
Jones, .&bner
Jo=s, David L
J onoes, Haii!IUlh I
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L D.

Bucklin, Cora M.
Campbell, Walter
Ch'lse, IDtta M.
Chilton, Evelyn M.
Christopherson, Mary A..
Cobb, Anna
Coliton, Frank
Cornell, Clarence W.
Daily, Richard
Danielson, Henry
DeVine, Stella A.
Ellestad, Caroline A.
Englebert, Anna R.
Engelbert, John A.
Floberg, Olof A.
Finne, Hannah
Fisk, AdaM.
Fitz.;erald, Cora
Gaare, Joseph
Gaare, Oscar M.
Gaffy, Effie
Ga!'fy Lottie
Haisten, Denah
Hanson, Alice
Hanson, Anna
Heimark, Bessie M.
Heimark, Elma V.
Heimm·k, UarY' C.
Heimark, Oscar M.
Hendry, Ruth
Hetherington, Mildred L.
Hiller, Helen M.
Hiller, Till!e D.
Holton, Stella A.
Hongness, Gustav
Horne, Maud E.
Houske, Leonard
Hovden, Conrad
Hovre«11 J ·uUa
Johnson, Huldah
Johnson, Nellie
JohllJSOn, Selma
Jones, A.·b ner
Jon-->S, David L
JO'll-es, Hai1'Wlh M.

Hancock
Moorhead
Fergus Falls
Frazee
Moorhead
Fargo, N.D.
Moorhead
Kurtz
Moorhead
Perley
Frazee
Kindred, N. D.
Kennedy
Kennedy
Mo<>rhead
Georgetown
Euclid
)1<J0i1head

Perley
Perley
Barnesville
Barnesville
Fargo, N. D.
Underwood
Moorhead
Clifford
Clifford
Clifford
Clifford
Frazee
Elbow Lake
Wh~aton

Wh•!.' lton
Red Wing
Moorhead
Kennedy
Hal~·tad

Perley
BattJie Lake
W ot·verton
Kindred, N. D
Gossen
Moorhead
Moorhead
Navam
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Kjos, OlaTa H.
Lait:h<e, Lulu H.
Largis, Alfred M.
LardO'D, Albert
Larson, Edith
LaRue, Guy E.
Lillo, Id.a M.
Lind, John A.
Lo1•s n~s. Mar:ie E.
Lunder, Caroline
Malchose, Mary C.
McCubrey, Raymond G.
McEver·s, Lura A.
McKenzie, Frank A.
Mmar, Jessie
Monson, Lillie
~fouson, Louise
Munson, EHa A.
Nelson, Amber E.
Nelson, Emma
Ness, John
Olund, Helma C.
Pearson, Clara H.
Pet~rson, Ida C.
Plowman1 May
Pomeroy, Curtis
Rice, Irene L.
Rustad, Teresa A.
Rye, Ella B.
Skogen, Alice
Smith, Retta
Sovi~, Henry
Southworth, E:lith L.
Sta;~ke, Hugo
Sta;nley, Olive
Sh·a·chtan, Gra(!<e B.
Sw.:mson, Peter G.
'11etz, Jdbn
Tho,npson, Alax
Thompson, Anna F.
'rhompson, Sophia A.
Thore~on, Nettie
Tingdahl, H. E.
'l'uffs, Vina E.
Wa.tterberg, Sarah 0.
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VI est berg, Claus .
W1lliamson, (.,'ha:rl
Wrigbt, IDtizabeth
·wright, Rena

Fargo, N. D.
i\Ioorhead
Twin VaHey
Barrett
Garrington, N. D.
Fargo, N. D.
Lillo
'.rintah
Halstad
~Ioorl1ead

Sabin
~Io>rhead

Sabin
Wild Rtce, N. D.
Angus
ArgnsYille, N. D.
)fool· head
Dett•o·it
Euclid
~Ioorbead

Kragnes
Pepin. Wis.
Far,;o, N. D.
Underwood
Luce
:\Io'lrbead
Fargo. N.D.
Kurtz
Fargo, N. D.
Faq;o, N. D.
Far;:o, N. D.
Erskine
Dibley
:Moorhead
Elbow Lake
Barnesville
Herman
Haevey, N. D
Moorhead
Mapleton, N. D.
Moorhead
Squiet· P. 0.
Hitterdal
Deer Creek
Dibley

~

AIJldet'SOn, J osephi
AskegaaQ·d, Dan
Benoon, Ameli::!.
Bjorl,quist, AniJla
Bjorkquist, .Stella
Bjerken, Si-gurd
Brown, Belle
Carlauder, Clm.'a
Cm•lander, Gat'lla
Campbell, Walter
Elton, Selle
Enge1·, Id·a
F·lol>erg, Edna
Fribet•g, Amy
Friedlal!ld, Minnie
Gaffy, L·ottie
Hanson, Millie

Abbot, Maude
Adder, Irene
Almquist, Reubeln
Amundson, Ida
Anderson, Amra
Bekkems, Sophda
Bloomquist, Judit
Benl!let, Alba
Bjorkquist, Hildu
Bjorkquist, Gunn1
Bjerk•en, Olaf
&·ink, Rebecca

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

We&tberg, Claus A.
W111lamson, Cmrlotte
Wright, lDtiza·b eth L.
'Wright, Rena

Mo•n'head
Hannibal, Mo.
P•erley
Nruvav

N.D.

Ele mentary S c hoo l.
E I GHTH GRADE .

N. D.

N. D.

).

0.

0.

.A!nderson, Josephine
Askega·a~·d, Dan
Benson, Amelia
Bjorkquist, Anna
Bjorkquist, .Stella
Bje:rken, Sigurd
Brown, Belle
Cm•lan<der, Cl·arn
Cat'lander, Gm'll·a
Campbell, Walter
Elton, Belle
Enge1·, Id·a
F·l oberg, lDdlna
'
Friberg, Amy
FriedlaiJld, Minnie
Ga!'fy, L·ottie
Hanson, Millie

He6{l·en, Lena
Holm, Esther
Herded, Oscar
Huff, Goodwin
Johnson, Charlotte
Johnson, Rhoda
Jolbnson, Se1ma
Lars<>n, Ra.n da
~1wlloy, Ambrose
Meeker, Dean
MeGHI, Nellie
Moe, J>Qsde
Olsen, Selma
P .reston, Elsie
ReLf, l!'t'ed
Scribner, Clinton
Weideman, Henry

D.
D.
S EVENTH G R A D E.

:e

. D
N.D.

0.

,;:

Abbot, Maude
Adiler, Irene
Almquist, Reuben
Amundson, Ida
Andm·son, Anna
Bekkems, Sopbtia
Bloomquist, Judith
Bennet, Alba
BjorkquiS't, Hildur
Bjorl,quist, Gunnar
Bjerk•e n, Olaf
BTink, Rebecca

Frie;;t, Adlo1ph
Friberg, Hanna
Harmabohl, Francer
Hanson, Huld•a
Holm, Alma
Johnson, Amanda
John·s on, Olaxa
Lovestad, Helga
M·cSteffen, Martha
OlS'(ID, AI ma
Peterson, Hulda
Ros"Jl, Mabel-
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Dudrey, Howard
Eastlund, Erl<:
SJ!Ja11ke, Ruth
Swenson, Ruth
Strathdee, James
Tangen, Alice
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Rost, Mathild1
Shaver, Minnie
Tilseth, Nora
Thompson, Hans
·walla, Nora

Ba•1..1ick, Aman(
Banni-ck, Linut
Carlson, Annie
Flore, Annie

SIXTH GRADE.

Andei'Son, Hilda
Coal"lson, David
Garson, Henry
Grant, Lyle
Guldvlck, Adolph
Jacobson, Alma
LaPash, Annie
Loudon, J es,sie

Bjorkquist, Osc:
Carlson, Carl
OuTlander, J arl
Friberg, Hilma
Flore, Bertha
Guldv1ck, AlbeT'

Lundin, Florence
Lyman, Drusy
M-cKenzie, Jennie
Not·dquist, Oscar
Nye, Gordon
Parket·, Myrza
Petgrson, Jennie
Weld, Lucy

Bjorkquist, Mar
Hardie, Willie
Johnson, Eddie
Jac)bSon, Morri
Odanweller, Bi!l
Probst, Antony

FIFTH GRADE.

EasfJlund, Nettie
Eastlund, Teddy
Flore, Olaf
F.l'V3'eman, E1sie
Friest, Edwaro
Hedlund, Nan10de
Herried, Edwin
Holmes, Alvina

~IcOhesney, Ella
Patterson, Georgia
Park,e r, Gwladrys
Pet~rson, Carl
Rosel, Emma
Sh·athdee, Frank
Tilseth, Edith
Wright, Albert

FOU~TH G~ADE.

Abbott, Loui!le
Bjorkquist, l!Jrick
Carlander, Est'her
Dudr.ey, Hazel
Freeman, Esther
Goodmrun, ,Silvia
Hedlund, Abel
Holm, William
Holmquist, Esther

Johnson, Albert
J O:hnson, Henry
Langseth, Elizab<!th
LaPash, Carrie
Pet~rson, Alma
StJalley, l!'rancis
Strand, Carrie
Saunders, Rosa

(

!
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THIRD GRADE.

us

Ban..1ick, Amanda
Banntck, Linut
Carlson, Annie
Flore, Annie

GO!I:man, lola
Guldvick, Joha:nnes
Stalley, Harold
Strathd'ee, Robert

SECOND GRADE.

we
nie
•ar

Bjorkquist, Oscar
Carlson, Carl
Caorlander, Jad
Friberg, Hilma
Flore, Bertha
GuldV'ick, Albert

Jac'J'bsou, Clarence
LaPash, M"!lJl'fbin
Mauchenbaker, Gerald
Porteorus, Laworenoce
Staake, Hild,egmrd
Willson, JosepbiJlle

.ie

lla
,rgia
[lys

FIRST GRADE.

Bjorkquist, Mary
Hardie, Willie
Johnson, Eddie
Jac)bson, Morri.s
Odanweller, Bernie
Probst, Antony

SUMMARY.

.nk

rt

·y
,a bath

e
a

is

II.

Pro11st, Barbara
Peterson, Ellen
Reed, Mart'ha
Tils~tJh. Lautr a
Whitney, Me[vin
Wright, Willie

Normal Department
Elementary School
Total

254

150
404

Enrollment by Counties.
Becker . . . ................
Bruce, Ont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burleigh, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cass, N. D. . .. .............
Cavalier, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay . . . . . . . .......... .. ..
Douglas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foster, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodhue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gr!llnt .. . . . . ... ...........
Kittson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marion, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McHenry, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . .
M'e tzerland, Swit2lerJ.and . . . . .
Mower . . . ......... . ......
Norman ..................
Otter Tail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

OTHE~

18
1
1

30
1
91
4
1
1
10
3
1
1
1
1
12

Pembina, :N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . !!
Pepin, Wis..............•... 1
Polk . . . . . . . . . ............ 13
Ramsey ................. . 1
Red Lake ................. . 5
Richland, N. D. . .......... . 2
Sargent, N D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
SteYens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Stutsman, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Swift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
'l'l';l ver.se . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
·waJsh, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Washington .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Wilkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Wells, N. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

22

STATES REPRESENTED.

North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
t)ntarlo . . . .
1
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

"'Tisconsin . . . . . . . •...••..
Switzerland . ............. .

.\.ngus, Bertha
Bell, Eth<el
Elrick,s on, Neill
Johnson, Delia
l\fas·J n, Adelmt
Wessberg, ~Ia1

Curbis, Bertha
:\Iacka,ll, Henr:
Mcrntoslh, Ann
Parkhill, Jenni
rm·h·idge, J,en'
'Vag'Iler, Lulu

1
1

"':tUa, Anna )

AtkiuiSon, FJOl
Brown., ~Iy,rUE
Clauson, Esth•
Colehour, Edit
EmPrsou, Nell

Graduates Calendar.
~s.

June-1902.

....... .....

2
1
............. 13

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL COURSE .

1

.... .. .. .....
............

5
2
1
1
1

1
1

Garfield
Fer;:o;us Falls
Fergus Falls
Fm·gus Falls

Angus, Bertha lS.
Bell, Etllel
Erick•SO'll, Nellie
Johnson, Delia E.
llfas'Jn, Adelrude E. P.
Wessberg, ~Iatilda

.\.lexmnd~"ia

Fergus Falls

5
1

............

3
7
1

I.

S~NIO~

Cm·bis, Bert:Jm C.
~.fackrull, Henry C.
Mclntos[t, Annie
ParkhiLl, Jennie A.
rat•h·idge, J,e nnic w.
Wagner, Lulu .I!J.

LATIN.

?.Ioorhead
?.Ioor·head
Bathgate, N. D.
Pelican Rapid::;
~1oorhead
~Ioorhead

1
1

SENIOR ENGLISH.

"':tUa, Anna

~1.

Horace, N. D.

ELEMENTARY PROFESSIONAL COURSE.

Atki'll<Son, Florence
Brow111, ~1yrtle F.
Clauson, Esther E.
Colebour, Edith ?11.
EmPrsoo, Nella K

Bamesville
Bismarck, N. D.
Alexandria
Dett·oit
Stillwater
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Fuller, Myrtle A.
Haenet·t, Annie A.
Haug, Barbara E.
Hoy, Gracoe V.
Jacobson, Alma C.
Long, Eli2mbeth M.
McGuire, Eliza J.
McNerthney, El'izabeth
McVJcker, Alta H.
1\IonSOIIl, Gertrude
Porter, Edith M.
Rhoads, Louise M.
Ryg.:J, Margaret
Sharp, Julia A.
Ye::nen, Lillian V.

Moorhead
Fe'J.•gus Falla
Duluth
Austin
Fer~usFalls

Stillwater
Crooi;:ston
Red Lake Falls
Fargo, N. D.
~lOOT head
Detroit
Stillwater
Elbow Lake
MoQirheaJd
IUpiey, Ont.

CERTIFICATE COURSE.

Askegaard, H. 0.
McGrath, Cornetm
McGuil•e, Nellie
M:or:m, Ruby M.

Corn stock
Barne11ville
Crookston
::\Ioo~·head

~

}.

LOUISE MERRIT'l', '
JULIA M. SHIELDS,
OLGA BJORKQUIST,

Name
Adams, Bessie M .. ..
Agern, Bertha ........ .
Ahlberg, Anna ...... ..
Alsop, Jessie M ...... .
Ambs, Frederick J ..
Amsden, Cleora M.
Amundson, Martha
Anderson, Kathink
Anderson, Mabel C
Atkinson, Edith M.
Aune, Bernt, 1899,
Bagley, Nannita M
Baker, Lucretia] ...
Baker, Maude M ....
Baldwin, Charles S.
Barlow, Jennie M .. .
Beach, Jessie M .... ..
Bell, GertrudeG .... ..
Be11o-+,on, Jelmer P.
Bennett, Rose C .... .
Bergh, Casper E .... .
Bergh, Manda ...... ..
Bergh, Otto I.. ...... .
Bergland, Julia ..... ..
Bernhard, Ida H .. ..
Bernhard, Lottie .. ..
Berns, Jerome W .. ..

Alumni Association.
Officers 1901·1902.
'90 .•••.• · •..••• • · • ...•• · · · ..• • ·• • ... · •••••• •President
'95 .• · · · · · . . . · · · · .. · · · · · · . . ·Corresponding Secretary
OLGA BJORKQUIST, '01 ... · · · · •. · · · · · · . · · · · • · · · · • ····Recording Secretary

LOUISE MERRITT,

JULIA M. SHIELDS,

Residence
Name
Year Class
Advanced ........... ......... Fergus Falls
Adams, Bessie M .. .... .............. .. 1901
Elementary ....... ............ Fergus Falls
Agern, Bertha ............ ........ ...... 1900
Ahlberg, Anna ....... .. ................. 1900 Elementary ....... ............... Newfolden
Alsop, Jessie M ............. .......... ..1894 Advanced .. .... ....... ............ Moorhead
Advanced ............ ... .... ..... .Moorhead
Ambs, Frederick J ........... ... ...... 1901
Elementary .. .................... Moorhead
Amsden , Cleora M ...................1897
Elementary ............................ Becida
Amundson, MarthaJ ............... 1901
Anderson, Kathinka ..... ...... ..... 1900 Elementary .......... ........ ..... ..... . Perley
Elementary .... .......... ....... Alexandria
Anderson, Mabel C ............ ...... 190l
Atkinson, Edith M ................... 1900 Elementary ............... ..... .Barnesville
Advanced ................... Norman, N.D.
Aune, Bernt, 1899, Elem .. ........ 1900
Elementary ......... ...... ...... Moorhead
Bagley, Nannita M .................. 1892
Baker, LucretiaJ ............... ...... 1900 Elementary ............. ... .... Hope, N. D.
Elementary ..................... Moorhead
Baker, Maude M ....... ............... 1896
Baldwin , Charles 8 .............. ..... 1894 Elementary ....................... .... . Felton
Elementary .. .... ... East Grand Forks
Barlow, Jennie M ........ .............1900
Elementary .......... .. ...... Fergus Falls
Beach , Jessie M . ....... ...... ......... .1899
Bell, GertrudeG ... ............... ...... 1890 Advanced ................... ..... . Moorbead
Advanced ............... ......... Lake Park
BeP<>+.1on, Jelmer P ........ .......... .1901
Bennett, Rose C .............. ......... 1895 . Elementary ............... ........ Graceville
Elementary ........................ Hendrum
Bergh, Casper E ....... ................ 1901
Elementary ... .................. ... Hendrum
Bergh, Manda ...... ..•................. 1901
Elementary ................... ..... He-ndrum
Bergh, Otto !.. ......... .............. .1901
Elementary ............. ..... ........ Hawley
Bergland, Julia ......................... 1890
Bemhard, Ida H .... ... ............ ...1900 Elementary ................ .. .... . Comstock
Bernhard, Lottie ... ... .............. .1900 Elementary.... .. ................. Comstock
Berns, Jerome W ......... ... . ......... 1900 Elementary ......................... Perham
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Name
Year
Bilsborrow, Geo. B .................. 1897
Bittner, Alma R .......................1892
Bittner, Augusta H .................. 1892
Bissonette, Corene !.. ............... 1892
Bjorge, Annie M ....................... 1899
Bjorge, H~nry 0 ....................... 1893
Bjorkquist, Olga 0 ................... 1901
Bodkin, Ada D........................ 1895
Boe, Alfred S ............................ 1897
Bohlke, Nita 0 ......................... 1901
Borchert, Marie E .................... 1897
Boyce, Ida M ...........................1898
Bradley, Clara ......................... 1899
Bronniche, Cato S .................... 1897
Brotherton, Sadie C ......... ..... ...1900
Brustuen, Clara T .................... 1901
Bull, Bessie E ........................... 1901
Burbank, Elizabeth W ............. 1896
Burdick, Mildred E ................. 1898
Burnett, Sadie M ..................... 1 900
Busness, Cecelia ........................ 1900
Buttz, Beatrice E ..................... 190l
Caldwell, Ada P ................. ...... 1899
Caldwell, Elizabeth .................. 1899
Caldwell, George H .... ........ ...... l898
Campbell, Martha ................... 1897
Carlson, Alpha H ..................... 1893
Carlson, Carrie L ..................... l895
Carlson, Graee T ......... ............. 1897
Carpenter, Anna L ................... 1896
Carpenter, Doris F ................... 1896
Chesborough, Sadie M ............. 1900
Chesley, Eva ............................ l900
Chilton, Carrie E ..................... 1896
Chilton, Marie L ......................1900
Chisholm, Catherine T ............. 1898
Christie, Blanche H .................. l898
Clauson, Christine C ................ 1901
Clauson, John K ......................1901
Cockroft, Ada W ...................... 1899
Cole, Esther M ......................... l900
Coliton, Elizabeth M .............. .1901
Collins, Margaret .................... 1896
Comstock, Ada L ..................... 1898

Class
Residence
Elementary ..................... Wolverton
Advanced ............................ St. Peter
Elementary ......................... St. Peter
Advanccd ...................... Fargo, N. D.
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ................. ..... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ............. Wahpeton, N.D.
Elementary ................. .... Bird Island
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Advanced ..............Jamestown, N.D.
Elementary .............. .. ........... Benson
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ........................ Appleton
Elementary .............. Mapleton, N.D.
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Elementary ............... Pelican Rapids
Elementary ............................ Na van
Elementary ....... ..... ............... Erhard
Elementary ............ Buttzville, N. D.
Elementary ................................ Ada
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ............... Enderlin, N. D.
Advanced ........................ Omro, Wis.
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary .......................... Stephen
Elementary ......................... .Stephen
Elementary ...................... Mporhead
Elementary .............. ..... ... Moorhead
Elementary ........................ Clitherall
Elementary ................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ...... ........ ... ........... Frazee
Elementary ............................ Frazee
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ........ ............. Alexandria
Elementary ...... ..... .................. Ashby
Advanced ................................ Ashby
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Elem., Ad. 190l.. .......... Fergus Falls
Elementary ....... .... ..... ...... Moorhead
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Advanced ......................... Moorhead

Name
Connolly, M:
Conrick, Ma;
Corbett, Ma1
Costello, Ma
Costello, Met
Cover, Agnes
Crookshanks
Crookshanke
Darrow, Ber·
Darrow, Edi·
Davies, Jessi(
Demars, Stell
Dickey, Clan
Dickey, Henr
Dixon, Pearl
Dodds, Alma
Dodge, Lillia
DuRocher, E
Dumble, Max
Duncan, Mm
Dure, Charlo
Eddy,Juna I
Embertson,
Emerson, Ad
Ensign, Dom
Erickson, Lil
Eriksson, A.
Espeseth, In;
Everts, Maie
Fahy, Mary,
Fairbairn, M
Fargeman, A
Farquhar, E1
Fay, Annie ...
Fay, MaryE
Featherston,
Fermoyle, M
Field, Anna ..
Field, Hann:
Flaherty, Ca
Foley, Alice:
Ford, Mabel
French, Bert
Frey, May I

Residence
..... Wolverton
......... St. Peter
......... St. Peter
... Fargo, N. D.
...... Lake Park
...... Lake Park
....... Moorhead
...... Moorhead
...... Lake Park
ahpeton, N. D.
..... Bird Island
.... Minneapolis
nestown, N.D.
............ Benson
....... Stillwater
......... Appleton
llapleton, N.D.
... Fergus Falls
Pelican Rapids
............. Navan
............ Erhard
pttzviiie, N. D.
................. Ada
....... Moorhead
Enderlin, N. D.
...... Omro, Wis.
....... Lake Park
........... Stephen
........... Stephen
....... Moorhead
....... Moorhead
......... Clitherali
.... Fargo, N. D.
............. Frazee
............. Frazee
........ Stillwater
...... Alexandria
.............. Ashby
.............. Ashby
.... Fergus Falls
.... Fergus Falls
....... Moorhead
... Minneapolis
....... Moorhead
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Name
Year
Connolly, Mary M ................... 1901
Conrick, Maude H ................... 1901
Corbett, Marion E ................... 1900
Costello, Maria T ....................1900
Costello, Mechtilda .................. 1901
Cover, Agnes B ........................ 1900
Crookshanks, Elizabeth ........... 1899
Crookshanks, Martha J. .......... 1891
Darrow, Bertha E .................... 1891
Darrow, Edith !.. ..................... 1898
Davies, Jessie E ........................ 1898
Demars, Stella L ...................... 1898
Dickey, Clara E ........................ 1899
Dickey, Henry W ...................... 1890
Dixon, Pearl E .........................1900
Dodds, Alma D ......................... 1901
Dodge, Lillian R ....................... l892
DuRocher, Elizabeth E ............ 1900
Dumble, Marion B ................... 1899
Duncan, Maude ........................ 1901
Dure, Charlotte ........................ 1901
Eddy, Juna R ............................ 1890
Embertson, Matilda ................ 1900
Emerson, Addie H ....................1900
Ensign, Donna R ..................... 1899
Erickson, Lily A....................... 1898
Eriksson, A. Leonard ............... 1900
Espeseth, Ingeborg .................. 1901
Everts, Maie E ......................... 1897
Fahy, Mary ] ...........................1900
Fairbairn, Mary ] .................... 1900
Fargeman, Anna M ................. 1896
Farquhar, Ethel B ...................190l
Fay, Annie ...............................1900
Fay, Mary 8 ............................ 1897
Featherston, Harriet ............... l894
Fermoyle, Mary B .................... 1898
Field, Anna ...............................1897
Field, Hannah ......................... 1900
Flaherty, Catherine F .............. 189~
Foley, Alice K ........................... 1900
Ford, Mabe1. ............................1900
French, Bertha !.. ..................... 1901
Frey, May E ............................1900
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Class
Residence
Advanced .......................... Stillwater
Advanced ...................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ............. Argusville, N.D .
Elementary ....................... Graceviiie
Elementary ....................... Graceville
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ............................. Euclid
Elementary ..................... Buffington
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ............................ Angus
Elem., 1893, Advanced ........ Hallock
Elementary ........................ Appleton
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Stillwater
Advanced ........................... Wheaton
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ..................... .Stillwater
Elementary ................... Fergus Falis
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary .......................... Haliock
Advanced ............ .Jamestown, N.D.
Elementary ............. Parker's Prairie
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary ........................ Wheaton
Advanced .............................. Warren
Elementary ........................... Erskine
Elementary .................... Battle Lake
Elementary ........................ Hastings
Advanced .......................... Stillwater
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Elementary . .................. Farmington
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary .......... , ........... Moorhead
Elementary ................... Fergns Falls
Elementary ....................... Graceville
Advanced ..................... Fergus Falls
Elementary .......................... Carlisle
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Elementary ...................... Stillwater
Elementary ........................... Beaton
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D .
Advanced ...................... Fergus Falls
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Name
Year
Fuller, Hattie B .......................1901
Gainey, DennisJ ....................... 1901
Gardiner, Alice E ...................... 1897
Gaus, Otillia J ........................... 1896
Gearey, Francis M ................... 1893
Gilpin, Mary T ......................... 1899
Goetzmger, Christine C ............ 1895
Gray, Clyde D ......................... 1901
Green, Kate .............................. 1896
Hafstrorn, Anna ....................... 1901
HaJlenberg, A. E. C .................. 1899
Hallenberg, Edla H. C .............. 1891
Hancock, Anna M .................... 1890
Hancock, Ida K .......................1892
Hanson, Lizzic ......................... l896
Hanson, Mary A ...................... 1892
Head, Georgia W ..................... 1901
Hegge, Melvin A ...................... 1901
Henderson, Mary ..................... 1895
Henn, Joseph L ........................ 1900
Hess, Bena ................................ 1899
Hoefling, Lend a Neoma E ........ 1898
Hoefling, Orma A..................... 1898
Hollinshead. Laura F .............. l900
Hopkins, Ellen .......................... 1897
Houston, Estelle ...................... 1900
Howard, Lottie M ................... 1896
Howe, Hilbert A...................... 1901
Huggett, Ruth ......................... 1901
Huston, Julia A........................ 1898
Hysjulien, Evan ....................... 1894
Hyslin, John ............................. 1901
Irish, Katherine B .................... l899
Jones, Cynthia M ..................... 1901
Jones, Kate M .......................... 1897
Johnson, Delia E ....................... 1899
Johnson, Elba .......................... 1901
Johnson, Ira J.......................... 1896
Johnson, Mary ......................... 1901
Johnson, Maud G ..................... 1898
Jorgensen, Clara M .................. 1894
Keeney, Mary E ....................... 1901
Kelsey, Lucile F ....................... 1899
Kenyon, Blanche B .................. 1896

Class
Residence
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ............................. Hallock
Elementary .................. Minneapolis
Advanc~d ...................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ............... ...... Alexandria
Advanced ...................... Fergus Falls
Advaneed ................................. Mora
Elementary ................... Fargo, N.D.
Advanced ...................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ..................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ............................ Euclid
Elem., 1898, Advanced ........... Euclid
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Advanced ............................ Rothsay
Elementary ............... Hickson, N.D.
Advanced ...................... Minneapolis
Elementary .......................... Perham
Elementary ............. Glen Ullin, N.D.
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Advanced ...................... Fergus Falla
Elementarv .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ............................. Herman
Elementary .......................... Wadena
Elementary ......................... Nielsville
Advanced ................................ Ashby
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Advanced .......................... Elizabeth
Elementary ................. Daniels, N.D.
Elementary ............... Pelican Rapids
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ..................... Alexandria
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary, ............ Christine, N. D·
Elementary .............. Bathgate, N.D.
Advanced ........................ Crookston
Elementary ................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ............... Ciinton, Conn.
Elementary ....................... Stillwater

Name
Kittredge, Sus
Kjelsness, Syvl
Larson, Antoi
Larson, Chris'
Larson, Emm1
Larson, Gard2
Leach, Irene I
Leeson, Alice ]
Lewis, Martin
Lied), Frances
Lied!, Rose M
Lincoln, Fann:
Linner, Anna I
Lofstam, Mar
Lommen, And1
Lommen, Mim
Loomis, Nellie
Lord, Ethelwy
Lord, Inez H ..
Luger, Claire
Luger, Olivia~
Mackin, Mary
Magner, Anna
Magner, Cathc
Malloy, Kate ..
Malloy, Minni
Mann, Ella A.
Mark, Minnie.
Marin, Marga
Marion, J osepl
Martinsen, Oli
Mason, James
McCartney, A~
McDonald, Ge
McDougal, El
McDowell, We
McGinn, Mary
McGonigle, Ni
McKay, Blanc
McKenzie, Ann
McKusick. Ma
McLaughlin, G
McMurchy, Ca
McMurcby, El

Residence
......... Moorhead
......... Moorhead
............. Hallock
...... Minneapolis
,..... Fargo, N.D.
.. ...... Alexandria
...... Fergus Falls
................. Mora
...... Fargo, N.D.
...... Fargo, N. D.
......... Moorhead
..... Fargo, N. D.
............... Euclid
ced ........... Euclid
......... Lake Park
......... Lake Park
............ Rothsay
.. Hickson, N.D.
...... Minneapolis
,. ............ Perham
Glen Ullin, N. D.
...... Fergus Falls
...... F~rgus Faile
..... Fargo, N.D.
......... Moorhead
............. Herman
............. Wadena
............ Nielsyille
................ Ashby
...... Minneapolis
........... Elizabeth
.... Daniels, N.D.
.. Pelican Rapids
......... Moorhead
,....... Alexandria
..... Fergus Falls
...... Fergus Falls
......... Moorhead
,Christine, N. D·
. Bathgate, N. D.
......... Crookston
...... Fargo, N.D.
.. Clinton, Conn.
.......... Stillwater

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

J
I

Name
Year
Kittredge, Susie A ....................1892
Kjelsness, Syvert ......................1900
Larson, Antoinette .................. 1897
Larson, Christine M ................ 1901
Larson, Emma B ...................... 1897
Larson, Garda M ..................... 1892
Leach, Irene H ......................... 1901
U!eson, Alice M ........................ 1900
Lewis, Martin .......................... 1899
Li~dl, Frances K ....................... 1901
Liedl, Rose M ........................... 1900
Lincoln, Fannie M .................... 1899
Linner, Anna E ......................... 1900
Lofstam, Mary ........................ 1898
Lommen, Andrew A................. 1892
Lommen, Minnie M ................. 1893
Loomis, Nellie C ....................... 1892
Lord, Ethelwyn G ....................1892
Lord, Inez H ............................ 1898
Lug~r. Claire V ......................... 1897
Luger, Olivia T ......................... 1896
Mackin, Mary E ....................... 1900
Magner, Anna ..........................1890
Magner, Catherine ................... 1892
Malloy, Kate ...... l897, Elem., 1898
Malloy, Minnie ........................ 1899
Mann, Ella A........................... 1901
Mark, Minnie ........................... 1899
Marin, Margaret 1.. ................. 1899
Marion, Joseph F. A................. 1898
Martinsen, Oline ....................... 1901
Mason,James D ....................... 1901
McCartney, Agues .................... 1899
McDonald, Gertrude ................ 1900
McDougal, Elizabeth K ........... 1900
McDowell, Wesley C ................ l896
McGinn, Mary E ...................... 1894
McGonigl~, Nina M .................. 1899
McKay, Blanche...................... 1899
McKenzie, Annie M .................. 1901
McKusick, Mabelle M .............. 1900
McLaughlin, Gertrude F .......... 1900
McMurcby, Cath~rin~ .............. 1893
McMurcby, Elizabetb ............... 1900
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Class
Residence
Elementary......................... Glyndon
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ............ DeLamere, N.D .
Elemeutary ...... ............... Lake Park
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary ................. Ardoch, N.D.
Elementary ....... Lake Preston, N. D .
Elementary .................. Fer~us Falls
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Advanced ..................... Fergus Falls
Elementary ...................... ::Hill water
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Advanced ......................... Crookston
Elementary ...................... Crookston
Advanced ...................... Fargo, N.D .
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D.
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D.
Elementary ........................ Wheaton
Advanced ........................... St. Peter
Advanced ........................... St. Peter
Advanc~d ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ......................... Wadena
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ..................... Crookston
Elementary ............................ Argyle
Elementary ............... Hickson, N.D .
Elementary................................ Ada
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary ................... Sauk C~nter
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ..................... Barnesville
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary .............. Wild Rice, N. D .
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Advanc~d ................ Harwood, N.D •
Elementary ............. Harwood, N. iD •
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Name
Year
McNerthney, Catherine ............ 1895
Merritt, Louise ........................ 1890
Mickelson, Edna ...................... 1900
Miller, Eula .). .......................... 1901
Mitchell, Lura .......................... 1901
Mithun, Lonis M ..................... 1901
Mitson, Ivy .............................. 1900
Morrill, Lillian M ..................... 1895
Moran, Anna L ........................ 1900
Morgan, Ella L ........................ 1900
Mulcahy, Nellie .................. ...... 1899
Mumford, Hamilton M ............ 1894
Murphy, Luella ........................1893
Murray, Helen ......................... 1901
Neal, Jessie R ............................ 1899
Nelson, Cora M ........................ 1901
Nilson, Wilhelm ........................ 1895
Nolan, Julia A........................... 1901
Norby, Henry E ........................ 1894
Norgard, Amanda H ................1900
O'Brien, Anna C ....................... 1900
O'Brien, Lydia H ...................... 1901
O'Connor, Nellie E ................... 1901
Olein, Huldah E ....................... 1895
Olson, Anna C .......................... 1892
Olson, Henela M ......................1898
Olson, Lena .............................. 1899
Osborn, Alice............................ 1899
Otto, Anne Marie ..................... 1897
Parker, John H ......................... 1897
Parkhill, G. Edward ................ 1900
Park, Wm ............ 1892, Elem., 1897
Patchen, Teresa ........................ 1895
Patten, Margaret A................. 1895
Peterson, Annie R. ...................1892
Peterson, Luella S ....................1892
Peyton, Mary ...........................1900
Pinkham, Estelle ...................... 1900
Pinney, Catherine E ................. 1897
Pinney, FlorenceJ .................... 1899
Plummer, Kate 8 ..................... 1897
Probstfield, Amelia M .............. 1896
Probstfield, Dora C .................. 1896
Qualley, Ethel M ......................1899

Class
Residence
Advanced ................. Red Lake Falls
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced .................. Pelican Rapids
Advanced ...................... Fa~go, N. D.
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ........................... Warren
Elementary ..................... Alexandria
Advanced ..................... Fergus Falls
Elementary ....................... Graceville
Elementary ...................... Stillwater
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ......................... Glyndon
Elementary...................... Moorhead
Elementary ......................... Brainerd
Elementary ................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Advanced ............................. Fossum
Advanced ........................ Stillwater
Elementary ..................... Lake Park
Advanced ...................... Elbow Lake
Elementary ....................... Grace ville
Elementary ..................... Crookston
Advanced .......................... Graceville
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary .......................... Winona
Elementary ...................... Lake Park
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ......... , .................. Glyndon
Elementary .................... Bird Island
Elementary ............................ Frazee
Advanced .................. Pelican Rapids
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ............................. Hallock
Elementary ........................ Le Sueur
Advanced ..................... Fargo, N. D.
Advanced ..................... Fargo, N.D.
Advanced ........................... Wheaton
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D.
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ................... ; ..... Moorhead
Elementary ............. ......... Moorhead

Name
Remley, Barb:
Renquist, Oliv
Rhoads, Char
Roberts, Editl
Roberts, Eliza
Roberts, Gertr
Robertson, L :
Robison, Haz•
Roen, Lena ....
Rossman, Ida
Rud, Anna H .
Rud, Mary G.
Ruthruff, Luel
Sabin, Grace I
Samuelson, F1
Sand, Annie .. .
Schirrmann, S
Scott, Julia ....
Seely, Maud I
Shellman, Am
Shields, Julia
Shiflett, Henri
Skaug, Julius.
Skeoch, L. M .
Smith, Edna'
Smithson, Dot
Southam, Fra
Southam, Ka~
Southam, Mit
Staake, Olga J
Stanley, Eliza
Stein, Catheri
Sternberg, Sa:
Stevens, Fran
Still, Ada J ....
Stimmel, Alice
Stinchfield, L~
Stinson, Alice
St.John, Eva
Stuart, Isabel
Stuart, Rober
Sundberg, Bla
Swanson, Cia·
Swenson, Ann

Residence
Lake Falls
Moorhead
~an Rapids
a:go, N.D.
ugo, N.D.
,..... Warren
Alexandria
ergns Falls
.. Graceville
.. Stillwater
.Moorhead
.... Glyndon
. Moorhead
.... Brainerd
'argo, N.D.
....... Detroit
..... Fossum
.. Stillwater
.Lake Park
~!bow Lake
... Grace ville
.Crookston
... Graceville
.. Moorhead
...... Winona
.. Lake Park
.. Moorhead
..... Glyndon
Bird Island
•........ Frazee
ican Rapids
... Moorhead
....... Hallock
..... LeSueur
~argo, N.D.
~argo, N.D.
..... Wheaton
"'argo, N.D.
~argo, N.D.
<'argo, N.D.
~argo, N.D.
... Moorhead
... Moorhead
... Moorhead

MOORHEAD, MIKNESOTA

Name
Year
Remley, Barbara M. A ............. 1899
Renqnist, Olive R ..................... 1900
Rhoads, Charlotte B ................ 1899
Roberts, Edith A............ -. ........ 1896
Roberts, Elizabeth V................ 1893
Roberts, Gertrude ..................... 1893
Robertson, Laura .......,/. .......... 1899
Robison, Hazel C ..... ., .............. 1901
Roen, Lena ............................... 1901
Rossman, Ida B ........................ 1896
Rud, Anna H ............................1899
Rud, Mary G............................ 1897
Ruthruff, Luella M ................... 1897
Sabin, Grace B .......................... 1901
Samuelson, Freda E ................. 1899
Sand, Annie .............................. 1892
Schirrmann, gara !.. ................. 1900
Scott, Julia ............................... 1901
Seely, Maud E ..... Elementary, 1900
Shellman, Amanda B . ............... 1899
Shields, Julia M ........................1895
Shiflett, Henrietta ....................1900
Skaug, J ulius ............................1901
Skeoch, L. Maude .................... 1900
Smith, Edna W ......................... 1898
Smithson, Dora M .................... 1900
Southam, Frances V ................. 1900
Southam, Kate F .....................1900
Southam, Minnie C .................. 1900
Staake, Olga E ......................... 1901
Stanley, Elizabeth .................... 1901
Stein, Catherine M ........ :.......... 1897
Sternberg, Sayde ......................1897
Stevens, Frances M ....... ........... 1898
Still, Ada J ............................... 1896
Stimmel, Alice G ....................... 1896
Stinchfield, Laura E ................. 1899
Stinson, Alice M ....................... 1900
St. John, Eva G........................ 1901
Stuart, Isabella ........................ 1900
Stuart, Roberta F .................... 1900
Sundberg, Blanda E ................. 1901
Swanson, Clara M ................... 1897
Swenson, Anna ................... ...... 1900
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Class
Residence
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ................. Cannon Falls
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Advanced ..................... Arthur, N.D.
Advanced ..................... Arthur, N.D.
Advanced ..................... Artbur, N. D.
Elementary ................... Fergus Falls
Elementary ................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ............... Hickson, N.D.
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D.
Elementary ............ La Moure, N.D.
Elementary .......................... Warren
Elementary ................... Elbow Lake
Elementary ................... Leeds, N.D.
Element&.ry................... Battle Lake
Advanced 1901. ................ Stillwater
Blementary .................. Fergus Falls
Advanced ................ Pewaukee, Wis.
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary ......................... Beltrami
Elementary ................. Cooperstown
Elementary ................... Sauk Center
Elementary ..................... Stillwater
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary ........................... Detroit
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ............................ Henning
Elementary .......................... Stephen
Advanced ............................ St. Paul
Elementary .................. Fargo, N. D.
Elementary ..... ................. Moorhead
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary .......................... Crystal
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Advanced .......................... Stillwater
Elementary ......................... Herman
Advanced .... ........... Wahpeton, N.D.
Elementary ......................... Kennedy
Elementary .................. Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ...................... Ortonville
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Year
Name
Tagg, Amelia C ........... ............. 1900
Tang, Severt 0 ......................... 1896
Thompson, Emma .................... 1900
Thorupson, J. Millicent ...... ...... 1900
Tillotson, Mary ....................... 1901
Tisdel, Louise M ...................... 1900
Tobin, Mary M ........................ 1898
Toms, Grace C .......................... 1901
Toner, Annastasia M ............... 1900
Tonning, Mary E ..................... 1901
Tripp, Anna L ......................... 1901
Underwood, Elizabeth ............. 1899
Van nett, Margueritte W ........... 1900
Vivian, Clara ............................ 1892
Wagner, Ivy E ......................... 1900
Walsh, Jennie E ........................ 1893
Waisted, Mary B ...................... 1901
Waisted, Nora C ....................... 1901
Warfield, Sallie R ...................... 1894
Watson, Claribel. ..................... 1890
Watson, Maavie F ................... 1894
Weitzel, Josephine F ................. 1899
Wheeler, Clara K ..................... l898
Whelan, Teresa J ...................... 1900
Widing, Delia ............................ 1901
Williams, Lucy A ..................... l899
Williamson, Christine M .......... 1900
Wilson, Inez C .......................... 1900
Witherow, James M ................ 1892
Wold, John W ............... ............ 1896
Wright, Joseph L ..................... 1900
Zuger, Mary ............................. 1899

FO~ME~

Class
Residence
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Advanced ............................. Hawley
Elementary ........................... Erhard
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ........................... Wheaton
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Elementary ........................... Staples
Elementary ............................ Custer
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary .................. Fergus Falls
Elementary ........................... .Fertile
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ...................... Fargo, N.D.
Elementary ..................... Crookston
Elementary ..................... Crookston
Advaneed ..................... Fergus Falls
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Advanced ......................... Moorhead
Elementary ................... Minneapolis
Advanced ......... Mount Pleasant, Ia.
Elementary ....................... Stillwater
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Advauced ...................... Fergus Falls
Advanced ................. Bathgate, N. D.
Elementary ....................... Still water
Elementary ........................ Hendrum
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Moorhead
Elementary ...................... Moorhead

MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY.

Livingston C. Lord, 1888·1899, President.

W. F. Rocheleau .............. l888-1892
H. N. Pearce .................... l888-1889
Louise S. McClintock ...... 1888-1890
Elizabeth R. Clark .......... 1888-1889

Institute Conductor.
Natural Science and Mathematics.
Vocal Music, History, Geography.
English Grammar, Literature and
Drawing.

Ellen A
Lena H

J. Paul
Margar
AnnaL
Emma:
ClaraL
Abbie C
Isabel!\
Fannie

Rosamc
Ella Pa
Theodo
Lona V'i
Margar
Isabel I

Bertha
Mariett
Bertha
Frances
Florenc
Eleanor
H.A.F,
Henry J
Kate Gi

Louise)
Ida H. i
Clyde F
Kate].
Winifrec
Margat
Letitia
Estella
Ida K. I
Katheri
Claude
Catheri

Flo rene
W.D. C

Residence
Fergus Falls
........ Hawley
......... Erhard
Fergus Falls
.... Moorhead
...... Wheaton
.Minneapolis
,......... Staples
,.......... Custer
..... Moorhead
,.... Moorhead
,Fergus Falls
.......... .Fertile
,.... Moorhead
,.... Moorhead
.Fargo, N. D.
.... Crookston
_... Crookston
. Fergus Falls
..... Moorhead
..... Moorhead
.. Minneapolis
Pleasant, Ia.
,..... Stillwater
..... Moorhead
,.Fergus Falls
~thgate, N. D.
...... Stillwater
....... Hendrum
..... Moorhead
..... Moorhead
..... Moorhead

,a them a tics.
Geography.
iterature and

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

Ellen A. Ford .. ............. ... 188 9-1899
Lena H. Goldth waite ...... 1889-l891

J. Paul Goode .. ... ... ........ .1889-1898
Margaret T. McEIIigott .. 1889-1899
Anna L. Ba rnum. ... ... .. .. 1889-1890
Emma S. Pleasants ....... .. 1890-1891
Clara L . Woodward ........ 1890-1891
Abbie C. Hale .......... .. ......1890-1893
Isabel M. Kimball... ... ..... l891-1895
Fannie C. B. Hadley ..... .. 1891-1893
Rosamond A. Field ... ..... .1891-1892
Ella Patterson ... ..... ...... .. 1891-1892
Theodora C. Wadsworth.1892-1893
Lona Washburn ........ ..... 1892-1893
Margaret C. Scanla n ... ... 1892-1893
Isabel H. Farrington ..... .1893-1895
Bertha I. Barker ..... .. . ..... 1893-1894
Mariette L. Pierce .... ..... .. 1893-1896
Bertha A. Youmans .... ..... 1893-1894
Frances G. Wheeler ... .. ... .. 1893-1899
Florence McFarland ..... ... 1894-1895
Eleanor E. Sutphen ... .... ..1894-1896
H. A. Fowler .. ...... .... .. ... 1895-1897
Henry Johnson ...... .. ..... .. 1895-1899
Kate Gill ...... ...... ...... ... .....1895-1898
Louise McClintock Kurtz 1895-1896
Ida H. Benedict ..... .... .. .. .1895-1897
Clyde Foster .. .... .. ......... .. 1896-1897
Kate J. Bartholf ... ..... .. ... 1896-1899
Winifred Everhard .. .. .. .. .1896-1898
Margaret Collins .... ... ..... 1896-1897
Letitia Morissey ........... ... 1897 -1900
Estella Spencer..... .. ... .... .. 1897-1898
Ida K. Hancock .... ..... .. ... 1897-1898
Katherine B. Allis .. ... .. .. ..1898-1899
Claude F. Walker ..... .. .. ... 1898-1899
Catherine M. Tinker ... .. .. 1898-1899
Florence V. Skeffington ... 1898-1899
W. D. Cramer ...... ..... .... ... 1898-1899
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Latin and Mathematics.
Reading, Physical Culture, Rhetoric,
Literature .
Natural Sciences.
Arithmetic and Methods.
Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Vocal Music, English Grammar.
Drawing, Geometry, Eng. Gra mmar
Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Drawing, English Composition a nd
Geometry .
Reading, Physical Culture a nd Literature.
Music a nd History.
Critic Teacher, Grammar Dep't.
Music and History.
Critic Teacher, Gramma r Dep't.
Critic Teacher, Grammar Dep't.
Reading, Physical Culture and Literature.
Music and History .
Critic Teacher, Grammar Dep't.
Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Preceptress.
Music and History.
Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Natural Sciences.
History and Civics.
Reading, Literature and Physical
Culture .
Music .
Drawing .
Music.
Critic Teacher, Grammar Dep't.
Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Assistant in Model School.
Music.
Drawing.
Physiology and Arithmetic.
Geography and Librarian.
Natural Sciences.
Reading, Literature and Physical
Culture.
English.
Biological Sciences.
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Cora A. N. Carney .......... 1898-1899
Faith Marsh ... ................ 1898-1900
Glenna Smith .................. 1899-1900
Caroline E. Grover .......... 1899-1901
Edmund B. Huey ............. 1899-1901
Eugenia Winston ............ 1899-1901
Elma La Trace ................ 1900-1901
Edith A. Scott .. ........... ..... 1899-1901
Beulah Simmilkeir ........... 1899-1901

Critic Teacher, Primary Dep't.
Drawing.
Reading and Physical Culture.
Preceptress.
Psychology, Philosophy a nd History of Education.
Latin, Librarian.
Penmanship and Drawing.
Principal of Training Department .
Critic in Training Department.

~

